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ABSTRACT
EVALUATING THE COMPLEXITY OF BUSINESS PROCESS MODELS
Tonbul, Gökçen
M.S., Software Engineering Department
Supervisor: Prof.Dr. Ali Yazıcı
Co-Supervisor: Prof.Dr. Sanjay Misra
July 2011, 102 pages

In this thesis, metrics for business process models (BPMs), which are capable of
measuring the usability, effectiveness and complexity of BPMs are proposed. The
proposed model is adapting error density metrics to BPMs by considering the
similarities between the conceptual characteristics of BPMs and software.
The thesis will evaluate business process models to show that our metrics help the
organization to improve their processes, as weighted measurements are indicators for
unexpected situations/behavior for business processes. Seven metrics have been
applied to evaluate the complexity of business process models.
Three samples of Event Driven Process Chains (EPCs) have been evaluated in
comparison with each other. Eventually, the advantages and disadvantages of
evaluating BPMs with the proposed metrics will be summarized with respect to other
related quality measurement tools.
Keywords: Business process model, Event Driven Process Chains, Software Metrics,
Effectiveness, Usability.
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ÖZ
ĐŞ AKIŞ MODELLERĐNĐN KARMAŞIKLIĞININ ÖLÇÜMÜ
Tonbul, Gökçen
Yüksek Lisans, Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof.Dr. Ali Yazıcı
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Prof.Dr. Sanjay Misra
Temmuz 2011, 102 sayfa

Bu çalışmada iş akış modelleri için iş akış modellerinin karmaşıklığını ölçme
yeteneğine sahip ölçütler tasarlanır. Tasarlanan ölçütler, yazılım ve iş akış modelleri
arasındaki kavramsal benzerlikleri kullanarak, hata yoğunluğu ölçütlerinin iş akış
modellerine uyarlanmasıdır.
Bu tez, ağırlıklı ölçütler iş akışları için beklenmedik durum veya davranışlara karşı
gösterge gibiyken, geliştirilen ölçütlerin şirketin iş akışlarını geliştirmeye yardımcı
olduğunu gösteren, iş akış modellerinin değerlendirileceği bir çalışmadır. Đş akış
modellerinin karmaşıklığını ölçmeye yönelik yedi ölçüt uygulanmıştır.
Üç tane olay güdümlü süreç zinciri (EPCs) karşılaştırmalı olarak değerlendirilir.
Sonuç olarak, ölçütlerle yapılan bu değerlendirmenin avantajları ve dezavantajları
diğer alakalı kalite ölçme araçlarına göre özetlenecektir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Đş akış modeli, Olay Güdümlü Süreç Zincirleri, Yazılım ölçütleri,
Etkinlik, Kullanılabilirlik.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope of the Thesis
Since one of the important objectives is to obtain business models of quality that can
serve as support for an effective maintainability and management of business
processes, in this work, we adapted error density metrics to evaluate business process
modeling by considering the similarities between the characteristics of BPMs and
object oriented software. These metrics provide a range of rational numbers that give
a clear idea about complexity of BPMs. By using such metrics, it is possible to
determine error probability of large BPMs in design. The comparison of different
designs of BPMs helps designers to avoid further damages in organizational level.
Such metrics can also be used in design, development and maintenance phases also.
Non-technical users of the model may use the metrics as a quality measurement tool
in an operational period (Tonbul, 2009).
The aim of the work is described in the following sections of this thesis in detail. A
statement of the problem is described and also the structure of the thesis is analyzed
in the first part of the thesis. Secondly, definitions and methodologies that are used in
the thesis will be defined in detail. Finally applied metrics and results will be
discussed. By these applied metrics, I will show the requisiteness to evaluate the
business models and possibility of adapting new metrics by using this approach.
Thesis contains seven sections. More detailed outline for the thesis is in the next
section.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
The role of business process modeling is very important in the discipline of business
process management. In recent years, high performance computing has been applied
to business uses of cluster-based supercomputers, such as data warehouses, line-ofbusiness applications and transaction processing (Orr & Hester, 2004). A study
proves that nearly all businesses that exploit high performance computing (HPC)
consider it indispensable for rapid innovation, competitive advantage and corporate
survival (Tichenor, 2006). In addition, the emergence of model driven architecture
has caused a renewed interest in computer aided business modeling and
implementation (Orr & Hester, 2004). These (high performance computing, business
process models, model driven architecture) all are closely related to each other and
directly affect the performance of business process and management.
Tichenor (Tichenor, 2006) points out that as technology proliferates in the future,
every desktop computer is likely to become a parallel computer. He stated that
creating applications that work in a parallel environment is an inevitable situation.
However, this should bring extraordinary energy, money and talent to the software
development process. He adds that the current HPC software needs better interfaces
so that it can be integrated into the business workflow. In addition, Barlow (Barlow,
2009) states that Business Process Modeling (BPM) Suites can orchestrate web
services – major building blocks for Cloud applications, allow collaboration between
workers, HPC systems and information across organizations and adjust process flows
to optimize performance. Both authors pointed out the terms, HPC, business process
models and the model driven architecture that will be closely related with each other.
Therefore, these concepts will be seen as a part of the same architecture in the future.
In the management of business today’s business workflows, BPMs are applied for
good business practices and are widely used for a variety of purposes, such as system
development, training, process enactment, costing and budgeting. In many business
applications their primary purpose is to act as a means of communication such as a
process model that facilitates the understanding of complex business processes
among various stakeholders (Vanderfeesten, 2008).
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All the main characteristic of quality of models can all be grouped into two
categories, namely, correctness and usefulness. Correctness ranges from the model
correspondence to the phenomenon that is modeled to its correspondence to
syntactical rules of the modeling and also it is independent of the purpose to which
the model is used (Hommes, 2004).
In addition to that BPM is used to simulate the processes of an organization which
uses modeling standards. For instance, some Unified Modeling Language (UML)
concepts such as activity diagrams are applied in BPMs. Modeling languages
represent the communication between the software team, customer and other
stakeholders in a software development process. Numbers of researchers
(Vanderfeesten, 2004; Cardoso, 2006b; Gruhn & Laue, 2006 and Latva-Koivisto,
2001) have proved that there are several similarities between object oriented software
and business process designs.
The software processes and business processes have certain common characteristics.
They both try to capture the main characteristics of a group of partially ordered
activities carried out to achieve specific goals (Rolon, 2006). Both the BPMs and
software have an input and an output. BPMs have activities like classes. Functional
interfaces of these activities are similar to functions in a class. Similarities in the
mentioned researches that are based on the similar properties of these concepts are
determined by using these approximations.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The manuscript has been organized as follows: in Chapter 1, the source of the
problem was analyzed. With this analysis some conclusions are drawn. The scope of
the thesis is determined by these results.

Detailed outline is described by the

structure of the thesis that is prepared within the specified scope. Afterwards,
Chapter 2 states the underlying causes of the preparation of this thesis. These causes
are a kind of explanation how this work has been organized as a whole. All the
terms and definitions used in this document are in this section. In addition, existing
research and more related work will be analyzed.
In the next part of the thesis, modeling the business processes will be described.
Then, a comparative analysis of the modeling tools and methods is discussed. As a
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result of this analysis, a common structure that helps us to use in the following
sections of this document, comes to appear in Chapter 3.
In the following chapter, existing methodologies and metrics for business process
models will be analyzed in detail. The findings will be examined. In other words, this
section is a transition section between background information and implementation.
Chapter 4 consists of the analysis of the methods previously mentioned. Also the
metrics used for the software will be adapted to business process models in the
following chapter with the help of the analysis and findings up to this point.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to implement the proposed metrics. Applying the metrics by
measuring a real life examples that are business process models constitute the
content of this section. As a result of the analyses of the existing metrics, findings
will be discussed throughout the chapter six.
Finally, last chapter consists of three parts as summary, conclusion and further
researches. We will summarize the thesis to conclude. Finally a discussion will be
held for further research opportunities that will be proposed.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Quality Concept
Quality concept has emerged out of industrial revolution. In the earlier stages, same
team or person handled the whole process, by regulating the processes using manual
operations to improve the quality. Large number of work teams started to appear as
they had to produce huge number of goods continuously. Mass production made
people think about the quality variations of outputs. Standardization of the processes
generated standard products that creates a quality standard for an organization.
Applying same processes many times helped people to realize the mistakes in these
processes and this methodology assembled first quality concepts. Some organizations
realized the importance of the quality and established quality departments. Quality
management systems were developed after the World War II. Professional quality
activities and strong quality concepts were used during the second half of the 20th
century and have improved since then.
It is not easy to provide the term ‘quality’ with an exact definition. Often, the term
'quality' is used as a synonym for 'property' or 'attribute', for instance, when it is
mentioned that someone possesses the quality of being nice. One uses the term to
denote that someone plays a certain role, for instance when we say that a professor
acts in the quality of promoter. In this thesis, the meaning of the term is restricted to
what Webster's dictionary calls 'degree of excellence', a measure that places the
things that are measured on a scale that ranges from 'good' to 'bad' (Hommes, 2004).
In many different business areas, quality means excellence of something. Quality is a
receptive, qualified and unsteady characteristic and may be perceived differently by
each person. Customers may care about the quality of a product or a service.
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Business environments have competitors in the marketplace so they measure the
quality. This distinctive attribute causes a comparison of the services that is offered
by different kind of producers and helps to improve the production processes by
providing better services for consumers. There are number of methodologies to
manage the quality related operations. Firstly there are activities about defects that
are recognized in the workflow and helping to remove these defects. They are called
quality assurance activities. Secondly, the quality control is about detection of the
defects. Validation and verification activities are examples of quality control.
For more than a decade, due to confrontation of the new technologies, more
competitive markets and business environments are in constant change and
requirements for customer’s satisfaction, the developers and software companies,
people of business and the organizations in general have been focused in their
processes like a reference point to survive and prosper (Rolon, 2006). Business
process modeling and quality related researches started at the beginning of the
eighties. It has increased the necessity for analyzing, evaluating, measuring and
improving the processes. Due to high similarities between the software process and
business, several researchers have tried to evaluate the quality of business process
models through software quality metrics. More customers are specifying software
and/or quality metrics as part of their contractual requirements (Tonbul, 2009).
Business process modeling is an important corporate activity, but the understanding
of what constitutes good process models is still rather limited (Vanderfeesten, 2008).
Although, there are several similarities between the software and the business
process, only limited numbers of metrics (e.g. Vanderfeesten, 2004; Mendling &
Neumann, 2009 and Cardoso, 2006b) are developed by researchers using the
similarity between BPMs and software modeling concepts. Mendling (2006a)
proposed density metrics inspired by social network analysis in order to quantify the
complexity of an Event Driven Process Chains (EPC) process models on the scale
between zero and one. He evaluated his complexity metric by testing the metrics
with a Systems Analysis and Program Development (SAP) reference model that
gives a rational number “zero” for minimum complexity and “one” for maximum
complexity. A detailed analysis of the metrics will be given in Chapter 4.
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2.2 Literature Survey
2.2.1 Some definitions
The BPM is used as an acronym for business process management in some sources
while some others are using the BPM as an acronym for business process modeling.
Throughout this document, BPM stands for business process modeling and BPMs
stands for Business Process Models.
There are many definitions for the business process in the literature. A shortest
definition for a process is a network of ‘doing things’. At the core of business
process modeling is the processes themselves. Each process is graphically depicted
by the same rounded rectangular symbol; the use of different nouns simply reflects
the hierarchical relationships between them (Owen and Raj, 2003).
A business process begins with a strategy and ends with achievement of the business
goal. Organizations have process-oriented structures to avoid complexity. Functional
departments are used to achieve quality in means of organizational structure. A
business process can be decomposed into several sub-processes to achieve the goal
of the task. The analysis of business processes typically includes the mapping of
processes and sub-processes down to activity level. Hammer and Champy (Hammer
& Champy,1993) and Davenport (Davenport,1993), as summarized by Hommes
(Hommes, 2004) define the business process with two definitions as given below.
Definition 1: (a generic definition) Business process is a collection of activities that
takes one or more kinds of input and creates an output that is of value to the customer
(Hammer & Champy, 1993).
Definition 2: Another definition depends on the characteristics of a business process.
A structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specific output for a
particular customer or market. It implies a strong emphasis on how work is done
within an organization, in contrast to a product focus’s emphasis on what. A process
is thus a specific ordering of work activities across time and space, with a beginning
and an end, and clearly defined inputs and outputs: a structure for action. Taking a
process approach implies adopting the customer’s point of view. Processes are the
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structure by which an organization does what is necessary to produce value for its
customers (Davenport, 1993).
Definition 3: A business process is a collection of activities designed to produce a
specific output for a particular customer or market as depicted by Figure 2.1. It
implies a strong emphasis on how the work is done within an organization, in
contrast to a product's focus on what. A process is thus a specific ordering of work
activities across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly defined inputs
and outputs: a structure for action (Sparx systems, 2004).

Figure 2.1: Business process (Sparx systems, 2004)

In the last definition that summarizes the other definitions, a clear idea about the
properties of a business process is given. Business Processes are designed to add
value for the customer and should not include unnecessary activities. The outcome of
a well designed business process is increased effectiveness (value for the customer)
and increased efficiency (less costs for the company). The following list gives the
basic properties of a business process. A business process:
•

has a goal

•

has specific input

•

has specific output

•

uses resources
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•

has a number of activities that are performed in some order

•

may affect more than one organizational unit (horizontal organizational
impact).

•

creates value of some kind for the customer (the customer may be internal or
external.).

In a study by Weske (Weske, 2007), the levels of business processes from strategy to
implemented business processes are stated by using Figure 2.2. At the highest level,
the strategy of the company is specified, which describes its long-term concepts to
develop a sustainable competitive advantage in the market. An example of a business
strategy is cost leadership for products in a certain domain. At the second level, the
business strategy is broken down to operational goals. These goals can be organized,
so that each goal can be divided into a set of sub goals. Reducing the cost for
supplied materials is a sample goal that contributes to the realization of the business
strategy mentioned. At the third level, organizational business processes can be
found.

Figure 2.2: Levels of business processes: from business strategy to implemented
business processes (Weske, 2007).
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Organizational business processes are high-level processes that are typically
specified in textual form by their inputs, outputs, expected results, and dependencies
on other organizational business processes. These business processes act as supplier
or consumer processes. An organizational business process to manage incoming raw
materials provided by a set of suppliers is an example of an organizational business
process. Informal and semiformal techniques are used at these high levels. In
operational business processes, the activities and their relationships are specified, but
implementation aspects of the business process are disregarded. Operational business
processes are specified by business process models. Operational business processes
are the basis for developing implemented business processes. Implemented business
processes contain information on the execution of the process activities and the
technical and organizational environment in which they will be executed (Weske,
2007).
A process model may be used towards this end much as an architect will use a model
to ascertain the views of users, to communicate new ideas, and to develop a shared
understanding amongst participants. Beyond that, process models are also used as a
formal specification for the development of information systems (Vanderfeesten &
Reijers, 2008).

2.2.2 Modeling
Any organization aims to produce a value in line with its goals. All the processes in
organizations perform activities in a similar approach. Each of these processes has an
input and an output. Companies need to be managed accurately while offering
services. Example of the business processes may be selling cars, manufacturing cars,
selling computers or manufacturing microchips according to the organization’s field
of activity. In order to work efficiently, organizations deal with processes in their
departments. Functional divisions to work on different processes, make it easier to
manage the entire organization.
Marketing department deals with selling products. All business units work with each
other in a collaborative environment to reach quality. Moreover, the existence of the
organization depends on it. Departments in the companies have responsibilities to
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achieve the organizational goals. The aim of the department changes according to its
functional properties. Consistent and repetitive processes improve the quality of
workflows since employees understand the input and goal of the process better.
Understanding processes decreases the chance of failure and enhancing the
experience improves organization’s robustness.
In design sciences we also see a more prescriptive or normative use of models. This
way round, the modeling process starts with a given model and intervenes in reality
so that at the end it corresponds to the model. An example of this sort of models is to
build a new road based on a design made in advance. In this example, the road
design is the model. It is used to intervene in reality in such a way that afterwards
reality corresponds to the conceptual model (Hommes, 2004).
Hommes (Hommes, 2004) shows the relationship between theory, model and the
reality that is modeled while defining the conceptualization. He also says that theory
is conceived as a coherent set (system) of generic knowledge prescribing how a
certain phenomenon in reality can be modeled. Models are instantiations or
applications of the theory. In their turn, models can be conceived as a coherent set
(system) of individual, aposteriori knowledge, the result of perceiving and
conceiving a particular phenomenon in reality in the way that is proposed by the
theory. On the other hand, realization is the process in which we build artifacts in
reality according to a prescriptive or normative model of that artifact.
Based on these definitions, we should define the theoretical goal of the process to
model a process. In accordance with this purpose, we should get back to reality and
define necessary resources, inputs, events, operations and possible outputs. Modeling
starts with defining the possible processes.
To initiate the modeling process, you need to articulate a value proposition on the
product or service being provided. The model must then describe the target market.
After that, the customer will value the product on its ability to reduce costs, solve a
problem or create new solutions. A market focus is needed to identify what product
attributes need to be targeted and how to resolve product trade-offs such as quality
versus cost. You also need to identify the charge amount and the way the customer
will make payment (Schein, 2004). Creation of BPMs starts with identifying the
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current business processes in traditional approaches. Internal processes fit internal
organizational expectations. They do not have external relation with large number of
processes but there may be activities which is not usual for internal processes.
External processes have a connection with other processes from different fields of
the business. For example, a change in the car manufacturing process can cause a
change in the processes of other department such as billing, distribution. Even
customers may be affected by this change. External processes have an impact
throughout the business.

2.2.3 Business Process Models
There are lots of definitions in the literature for business process modeling related
concepts. A common definition on the web, defines modeling as a representation of
a set of components of a process, system, or subject area that a model is generally
developed for understanding, analysis, improvement, and/or replacement of the
process. Organizations generally develop models to redesign their business
processes. The common definition of the business process reengineering in the web
glossaries is a systematic, disciplined improvement approach that critically examines,
rethinks and redesigns mission-delivery processes in order to achieve dramatic
performance improvements in areas important for customers. The business process
model is used in conjunction with SOA or business process reengineering.
However, even when a project has a good, well-documented process, it is often too
difficult to capture lessons learned from the on-going project and immediately update
the process model (Fagerstrom & Olsson, 2002). The companies often have a
complex structure. A business process in an organization has various components
and it includes set of activities to represent the work flow. Business process has a
goal. It takes an object as input to produce an output. To define the quality, we can
simply check how close the output is to the goal. The aim of the organization
creating a business process model is to analyze the business processes across
organization and to improve each process by realizing the defects or renewing the
whole process. Modeling is not only visualization. It is possible to design a model
using many different standards. For instance, Business Process Execution Language
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(BPEL) is a standard executable language for the Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) used to specify actions within business
processes with web services (Andrews, 2003). Processes in Business Process
Execution Language can export and import information by using web service
interfaces exclusively. With the changes in the operation of the company, new
requirements rise. And, the standards are determined according to these
requirements. Analyzing the business processes is the first step to create a model in
such cases. First of all, we define the goal of the business process that is acceptable
according to the new business needs. A process should have all necessary activities
to achieve this goal as much as possible. Collecting money from customers may be
an example of a model’s goal, and this goal may be an input for another process. To
model the process by additional analysis, we need to know the input, output,
resources or the interrelationships with other processes. The purpose of creating a
business process model is to better understand, analyze, improve, or replace a
business process.
While modeling a process, the level and the content to be included about processes
and its elements to make the model easy to understand are the main concerns
(Dewalt, 1999). BPMs help the organization to achieve goals in process level, and
the organization achieves organizational objectives if the business processes
contribute to the overall objective. All BPMs require the people, who work on it, to
have some specific skills in order to work efficiently. There are various business
process modeling notations, languages and methods. For example, Business Process
Modeling Language (BPML) is a meta-language for the modeling of business
processes (like XML as a meta-language for modeling the business data). BPML was
a language proposed by Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI), but now
the BPMI supports Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). BPML was
acquired by Object Management Group (OMG) in order to gain access to its popular
specification, BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation). This notation was
useful to OMG in order to enrich UML with process notation. BPML, a superset of
BPEL that is mentioned, was implemented by early stage vendors, such as Intalio
Inc., but incumbents such as IBM and Microsoft could not implement BPML in their
existing workflow and integration engine implementations (BizTalk, Websphere
etc.). They decided on BPEL because it is a simple language than BPML. In
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addition, BPMN is a notational language and the Business Process Definition Metamodel (BPDM) is an execution and notational language for use in the modeling of
the business processes. BPMN is a graphical representation for specifying business
processes in a business process model. BPMN was developed by BPMI, and is
currently maintained by the OMG since these two organizations merged in 2005. The
BPDM is a standard definition of concepts used to express business process models
adopted by the OMG. Meta-models define concepts, relationships, and semantics for
exchange of user models between different modeling tools.
All BPMs have some attributes and features. By observing the BPMs of the
organization, we may learn how the business works, what the activities and
operations in an organization are. A single process shows functionality. Complex
BPMs for each processing are used to define businesses and they are related with
each other in some way. In addition, a single process can be complex with human
actors, systems or organizations. To generate an output, the actors should finalize
their activities. Some activities may work in parallel or sequential with other
systems, organizations or people through coordination and collaboration. Repetitive
activities may need to be concluded, before a new activity is initiated. Many
modeling techniques have logical branches while the process flows. These branches
may depend on other processes, activities or operations. Moreover, human actors or
other elements can be triggering. Timing or interruption issues are effective in some
modeling techniques. There may be independent activities or processes which do not
work cooperatively. Process models differ based on the perspectives of the actors,
processes or other organizations. Knowledge is added to the project as the project
progresses.
As a result, earlier-made decisions can be considered unreasonable at a later stage. It
is important that the process supports exchange of design knowledge (Dufresne &
Martin, 2003). Readability is high if the modeling technique is good and the business
process model is complete based on this knowledge. To summarize all these
definitions, BPM is the discipline of defining and outlining business practices,
processes, information flows, data stores and systems. BPM often involves using a
notation such as UML to capture graphical representations of the major processes,
flows and stores (Sparx Systems, 2004).
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2.2.4 Quality and Business Process Models
BPM has been a popular subject recently. The efforts of the companies to achieve
excellence in their business processes result in an increasing interests for the BPM.
Companies work continuously to implement business process management systems,
or to implement business process reengineering activities. These efforts emerge as a
result of the reflection to the quality concerns.
BPM holds an important place in companies' efforts to produce qualified business
processes. Investments are made to automate the business processes. The companies
may have low quality business processes. In such cases, they may need to increase
investments to improve the current business processes. Due to the effects of BPMs
on the operation of the companies, just modeling the business processes is not
sufficient. As long as there is a dynamic company structure, the model development
process shall be continuously maintained. Therefore, quality measurement efforts of
the BPMs have emerged and increased. According to author’s observations in the
literature about the quality assurance activities of BPM, the development of a variety
of techniques is an important part of such existing studies. This thesis has been
formed based on these trends and findings. Therefore, a set of metrics will also be
adapted in this study. Then these metrics will be used to measure the real BPMs. In
the Chapter 6 and 7, studies related to metrics will be discussed in detail.
As noted in the study of Mendling (Mendling, 2010), there are many research about
quality of models. However, less focus has been shifted towards the quality of
process models. Quality of process models cannot be evaluated in detail. However
there are four main guidelines and frameworks in practice. These are: top-down
quality frameworks, bottom-up metrics related to quality aspects, empirical surveys
related to modeling techniques, and pragmatic guidelines. The importance of
language characteristics and the used methods' properties caught the author’s
attention as an identifier of the qualified modeling techniques. In a study conducted
to evaluate the business model in a conceptual structure, the above mentioned 'top
down approach' is discussed. Identified deficiencies in its structure over time are
handled. As a result, a need for a more compact structure is determined.
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A common starting point for defining the quality of conceptual model is to look at
the linguistic properties of the modeling language in which syntax and semantics are
most often applied. Also the broader approach based on semiotics rather than
linguistic adopted by Krogstie (Krogstie, 2006) using the top-down quality
framework is known as SEQUAL. It defines several quality aspects based on
relationships between a model, knowledge externalization, domain, a modeling
language, and the activities of learning, taking action, and modeling (Hommes,
2004). While exploring the background data about the thesis, the number of the
comparative analyses of the business process modeling techniques was high. Such
analyses are used to reach conclusions in the evaluations of the business process
models.
Earliest process models reflected the dynamics of the process with a practical process
obtained by instantiation in terms of relevant concepts, available technologies,
specific implementation environments, process constraints and so on (Krogstie,
2006).
Correctness and the usefulness are two methods for classifying the quality of models
like software metrics. BPMs are evaluated using these classification methods in this
study as you can see in above sentence. The BPM evaluation techniques are
discussed in this chapter, but the detailed evaluation of the modeling techniques is
beyond the scope of the thesis. The developed technique is used to measure the
quality of BPMs and also to analyze them for their correctness and usefulness. All
these analyses will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. This approach is
given in separate sections, since it is an independent evaluation method whatever the
purpose is. Also, the aim of the thesis is to evaluate the BPMs using these two
quality aspects. Hommes (Hommes, 2004) analyzed this grouping method in his
work while developing a conceptual framework to evaluate the BPM techniques. He
also makes a further distinction between internal correctness (empirical, syntactical
and semantic quality) and external correctness (validity) based on research done by
Moody (Moody, 2002). According to previous research, three levels of quality were
identified:
•

Syntactic quality: assess extent to which the model conforms to the
grammar rules of modeling language being used.
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•

Semantic quality:

whether the model

accurately represents

user

requirements
•

Pragmatic quality: whether the model can be understood sufficiently by all
relevant stakeholders in the modeling process. That is the model should
enable its interpreters to make use of it for fulfilling their need.

It is stated that the above mentioned framework is used in the empirical tests a lot,
but it has been criticized for the inability to handle every aspect of the quality of
BPMs. The results from the implementation of this framework, shows some
limitations on measuring the usefulness of the BPMs. As a result, an alternate
categorization method is suggested below. This framework is called SEQUEL
framework by Krogstie (Krogstie, 1995) which included three more quality aspects.

•

Physical quality: whether the externalized model is persistent and available
for the audience to make sense of it.

•

Empirical quality: whether the model is modeled according to the laid down
regulations with regards to a particular language.

•

Social quality: This regards the agreement between the stakeholders in the
modeling domain.

According to the observations in the results of the related research, the usefulness
and ease of use are examined to evaluate the quality in BPM. High usefulness
increases the effectiveness of the developed BPMs, while ease of use has a
decreasing effect on complexity. The aim of the above examples is just to remove the
restrictions of the old framework and finally to achieve a more qualified evaluation
framework. However, the recently developed BPMs need dynamic structures. The
SEQUAL example, the related attempts to improve it are caused by this demand
(Krogstie, 2006). Another example is the bottom up metrics. Mendling (Mendling,
2006a) mention that the use of bottom-up metrics for the quality aspects of process
models is an attempt to close the gap between the use of the other two frameworks
by non-experts, but it is mostly theoretical and no empirical tests have been carried
out to support their use. In a study by Canfora (Canfora, 2005), the main focus is the
connection between count metrics (tasks or splits -and maintainability). The business
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process model quality research of Cardoso (Cardoso, 2006a) mainly discusses the
relation between control flow elements and validation of the complexity of BPMs
through control flow structure. Mendling (Mendling, 2007a) uses metrics to find the
errors in the control flow structure (e.g. deadlocks).
A common result obtained from the analyses of the related studies is the fact that the
usability of the measurement tools is decreasing with the increase in the complexity
of the BPMs. To keep the usability high, the BPM development process has to be
handled somehow by the measurement tools as much as the structural analysis of a
BPM. The experience of the modeler may also be a metric for this purpose. The aim
of the thesis is to propose a measurement tool which depends on metrics. These
metrics should be used to evaluate the BPMs not only by using their logical structure
but also using the development process, maintenance period and human factors for a
BPM.
The recent increase in the interest towards the BPMs required dynamic adaptability
for the static measurement tools, also. Software engineering and BPMs are two
concepts which are frequently used in the same domains. This study contains the
analyses of these two concepts by using their basic conceptual characteristics to
evaluate the BPMs. So, the structural analyses of the evaluation techniques are
beyond the scope of this thesis. The main discussion is about evaluating the quality
of the BPMs by proposed metrics. A synthesis of the evaluation technique based on
the logical structure of BPMs by analyzing the existing evaluation strategies helped
the author to use a flexible evaluation method based on metrics. This method
provides an acceptable level of usability and flexibility for the proposed metrics. As
a result, the BPMs are evaluated using sophisticated measurement tools.
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CHAPTER III

MODELING BUSINESS PROCESSES

3.1 Modeling a Business Process
Today, the business related concepts which have emerged in the 1800s are popular
among the companies or even government institutions. The BPM is also popular
because it is used in the same domain as the business. The BPM as an abbreviation
can be used for different concepts in business related studies (e.g. Business Process
Management). BPM is used as an abbreviation for business process modeling
throughout the thesis. The goal for the use of BPM is to implement each business
process effectively, to produce a high quality product or service as an output for this
process. Thus the goal can be summarized as to increase profit. The BPM term is in
the foreground because even some small scale businesses in every sector aim to
achieve an acceptable level of quality in their organizations.
In addition to the related software, techniques and methodologies, a lot of BPM
related notations, languages and tools emerged as an expected result of this
popularity in the business world. The human factor is important for BPM, because it
can be produced with human effort and also there are human actors which take roles
in the business processes. BPM is discussed with management related concepts in
some studies. However, it can also be related to quality assurance activities.
Modeling business process is defined from different point of views. A business
analyst or a modeler models a business process using a modeling tool, language,
procedure or notation. The modeling technique can be seen as the main part of the
BPM. Modeling language is used to define the business processes, activities and the
existence of their relations. Thus, a common way of communication is determined
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for the process modeling. Using this common way, it is easy to understand the
structure of the complex business processes.
Business process modeling languages have a long tradition of representing
coordination requirements of enterprises through control and data flow dependencies.
Graphical

constructs

for

sequences,

conditional

branching,

parallelism,

synchronization and iteration have a natural suitability for capturing the
dependencies of activities especially inside organizational boundaries. With
requirements for coordination extending across collaborating business partners,
process languages have evolved to support asynchronous dependencies between
inter-operating processes, primarily through message exchanges (Decker, 2007).

3.2 Modeling Techniques and Tools
There are many approaches to model business processes. Early methodologies use
flow charts, data flow diagrams. Recently, a lot of automated tools are available in
the market to model business processes. Hommes (Hommes, 2004) point out the
relation between tools and methodologies for BPM as outlined below.
Although in theory there is a many-to-many (m-m) relationship between tool and
technique, in practice we often see that there is a one-to-one (1:1) relationship
between technique and a tailor made modeling technique, often a dialect of a
commonly known technique (See Figure 3.1). Free drawing tools such as pen and
paper, automated drawing tools such as Microsoft® Visio, and so on, have a one-tozero relationship.

Figure 3.1 Relations between Tools and Techniques (Hommes, 2004, p24)
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3.3 Comparisons
Today, many tools for BPM possess different features. It is hard to evaluate all of
common techniques. An overview of some tools is presented in Table 3.1 (In
Hommes 2004, p. 24).
Table 3.1 Tools and Supported Techniques (Dommelen, 1999)
Tools
ARIS
BPWin
BWise
DEM/SE
Designer/2000
MAVIM
Movix
Protos
SA/BPR
SDW

Technique(s) Supported
EPCs
Integrated Definition (IDEF)
UML, Petri-nets
Petri-nets
Petri-nets, Entity Relationship Diagramming (ERD/IE)
Petri-nets
IDEF
Data Flow Diagramming (DFD) and Entity Relationship
Diagramming (ERD)

All BPM tools are used to capture processes whatever is the methodology. A lot of
Business process standards, languages and notations are available in the BPM world.
Some of them are also presented in Table 3.2 by organizations and types.
Followings are the typical characteristics of the currently available business process
methodologies.
•

The organizational model describes the roles and areas of responsibilities
within an organization with respect to the activities of a business process. It
presents a more static view of a process.

•

The control flow describes the order of execution and the dependencies
among the various activities.

•

The data flow describes how the business entities (or artifacts) are
manipulated by the various activities.

•

Use cases describe the context of a business process and its externally visible
behavior (Koehler, 2002).
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Table 3.2: BPM Notations and Standards (Data compiled from the related
organizations’ websites)
Standard

Organization

Type

Business Process
Execution Language
(BPEL)

OASIS

Execution Language

Business Process
Modeling Notation
(BPMN)

Business Process
Management
Initiative (BPMI)

Notation language

Business Process
Modeling Language
(BPML)

BPMI

Execution language

Business Process Query
Language (BPQL)

BPMI

Administration and monitoring
interface

Business Process
Semantic Model
(BPSM)

BPMI

Process metamodel, in fashion of
Object Management Group
(OMG) Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA)

Business Process
Extension Layer
(BPXL)

BPMI

BPEL extension for transactions,
human workflow, business rules

UML Activity Diagrams

OMG

Notation language

Workflow Reference
Model

Workflow
Management
Coalition (WfMC)

Architecture

XML Process Definition
Language (XPDL)

WfMC

Execution language

Workflow API (WAPI)

WfMC

Administration and monitoring,
human interaction, system
interaction

Workflow XML
(WfXML)

WfMC

Choreography (or similar to it)

Business Process
Definition Metamodel
(BPDM)

OMG

Execution language and/or
notation language, as MDA
metamodel
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Business Process
Runtime Interface (
(BPRI)

OMG

Administration and monitoring,
human interaction, system
interaction, as MDA metamodel

Web Services
Choreography Interface
(WSCI)

World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C)

Choreography

Web Services
Choreography
Description Language
(WS-CDL)

W3C

Choreography

Web Services
Conversation Language
(WSCL)

W3C

Choreography

XLANG

Microsoft

Execution language

Web Services Flow
Language (WSFL)

IBM

Execution language

Business Process
Schema Specification
(BPSS)

OASIS

Choreography (and collaboration)

Table 3.2: (Continued)

As a final analysis, Hommes (Hommes, 2004) made a detailed analysis of popular
tools and techniques. In the following overview, tools and techniques for modeling
business processes are summarized.
•

Structured techniques - Amongst the structured techniques, the classical Data
Flow Diagrams and Entity Relationship Diagrams are reckoned as applied by
Yourdon. A tool that supports structured modeling is for example SDW.

•

Flow Chart Techniques - Flow Charting is a technique for modeling business
processes as a simple structure of activities together with input and output
flows without much restriction and precision. In general, this technique is not
based on a formal language definition. Examples of tools supporting this
technique are AllClear, BONAPART and multipurpose tools such as
Microsoft Visio.
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•

CPN based techniques - Colored Petri-nets are a variant of the classical
Petrinets as introduced by Petri (1962). Petri-nets offer a theoretically
underpinned, precise way of modeling the states and state transitions in
business processes, often used in the context of workflow modeling. A Dutch
example of a tool supporting a variant of Petri-net modeling is Protos.

•

IDEF based techniques - As opposed to the above techniques that must be
considered as techniques that focus on a single perspective when modeling
business processes, IDEF is a so-called multi modeling technique that offers
several aspect modeling techniques that cover different perspectives of an
organization. For example, IDEF0 conceives a business as consisting of
business functions, IDEF1 models the information in organizations and
IDEF3 conceives a business process as consisting out of states and state
transitions. Tools that support IDEF are, amongst others, Workflow Modeler
and Business Object Modeling.

•

Object Oriented techniques - Object Oriented Techniques are currently the
standard for modeling software systems. The Unified Modeling Language
(UML) is the standard language for modeling these systems. More and more
it can be observed that Object Oriented thinking is applied to model business
processes and organizations. An example of tools supporting object oriented
approaches is Rational Rose.

•

EPC oriented techniques - Event Driven Process Chains are currently widely
used to model business processes by means of events and functions,
especially in the context of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems like
SAP. It offers a number of views (aspect modeling techniques) to model the
different perspectives of an organization. The most important tool for
modeling EPC’s is the ARIS toolset.

•

Speech Act oriented techniques - Speech Act oriented techniques stress on
the communication that takes place in organizations to coordinate actions.
Typically organizations are modeled as actors. These actors coordinate their
work by exchanging speech acts, such as to 'request' some actor to do
something or to 'declare' to another actor that something has been carried out.
An important modeling tool and workflow system that supports these
techniques is the toolset of ActionTech (Hommes 2004, p. 25).
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CHAPTER IV

EXISTING EVAULATION TECHNIQUES

4.1 Similarities between Software and Business Processes
Key in many instances of innovation is the transfer of information and understanding
developed in one discipline to the other (Kostoff, 1999). A business process model,
regardless whether it is modeled in, say, BPEL, EPC, BPMN or Petri Nets, has many
similarities with software (Vanderfeesten, 2004). A business process has activities
like functions of a software program. Activities contain smaller pieces of operations.
And they have communication and collaboration with each other. Activities include
loops, and sequences as in traditional software. These similarities are summarized in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Similarities between Software and Business Process (Vanderfeesten,
2004)
Software
Module/Class
Method/Function
Variable/Constant

Business Process
Activity
Operation
Data Element

Moreover, just like the interactions between modules and functions in software are
precisely specified, the order of activity execution in a process model is predefined
using logic operators such as sequence, splits and joins. Functions, procedures, or
modules are mapped to activities. Two sequential software statements (e.g.
instructions or functions) can be mapped to two sequential process activities. A
‘switch’ statement can be mapped to a XOR-split. In programs, threads can be used
to model concurrency and can be mapped to AND-splits. Finally, the conditional
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creation of threads using a sequence of ’if-then’ statements can be mapped to an ORsplit (Cardoso, 2006b).
Software metrics are adapted to evaluate the quality of the business process model.
In the following section, how the error density, severity and removal effectiveness
metrics can be calculated for software process is discussed. Similarly, the adaptation
of these metrics for business processes is handled in the next chapter. Although, the
calculations of these metrics are explained in the study of Galin (2004), we are again
describing them to make this thesis self-contained.

4.2 Metrics for BPMs
There is a strong analogy between software programs and business processes, as
argued in some studies (Reijers & Vanderfeesten, 2004 and Guceglioglu & Demiros,
2005). As it is mentioned in this study, software metrics are revised and adapted to
analyze and study a business process' characteristics (Vanderfeesten, 2004). A
business process, possibly modeled with a language such as BPEL (Andrews, 2003),
can be seen as traditional software that has been partitioned into modules or
functions (i.e. activities) that take in a group of input and provide some output.
Modules interactions are precisely specified using predefined logic operators such as
sequence, XOR-splits, OR-splits, and AND-splits. There is a mapping that can be
established between software constructs and business processes (Cardoso, 2006b).
Cardoso (2006a) and Latva-Koivisto (Latva-Koivisto , 2001) state four main types of
complexity metrics for processes: activity complexity, control flow complexity, dataflow complexity, and resource complexity. Cardoso has a study on the adaptation of
some of the well known and widely used source code metrics, i.e. number of lines of
code (LOC) (Kalb, 1990), McCabe (McCabe,1976) cyclomatic complexity
(McCabe&Butler, 1989), Halstead’s software science measures (Halstead, 1987),
and information flow metric of Henry and Kafura (Henry & Kafura, 1981). The
simplest measure for the software metrics domain, the line of code metric is adapted
as a number of activities (NOA) in the study of Cardoso (Cardoso, 2006b). This
metric is used in this thesis as one of the basic measurements.
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The network complexity, restrictiveness (Latva-Koivisto, 2001), or tree-width
(Aguilar, 2006) were proposed as complexity metrics. A density metric inspired by
social network analysis in order to quantify the complexity of an EPC business
process model is proposed by Mendling (Mendling, 2006a).
In addition, the cross-connectivity metric is introduced in the study of Vanderfeesten
(Vanderfeesten, 2008), which measures the strength of the links between process
model elements. In another study, the Control Flow Complexity (CFC) metric of
Cardoso (Cardoso, 2005) refers to the mental states that may be generated by a
process model and the different types of routing elements. Both of them depend on
the cognitive foundations. A recent survey into complexity metrics identifies the
cognitive motivation as a potential backbone (Cardoso, 2006b). The cognitive
motivation is used in the implementation of the proposed metrics in the thesis.
There is an increasing need for the quality assurance activities in the management of
business processes since it is an accepted implementation method. To analyze the
business processes existing studies focused on the quality of the business process
models. Since process complexity and its measurement is a rather new field in
business process management, there is only a limited understanding of how far
existing knowledge of complexity e.g. for the software engineering domain can be
adopted. Existing metrics has also some problems. Mendling states that they do not
provide a proper distinction between size and complexity (Mendling, 2006a). He
adds that the comparison of the complexity is very difficult if the number of elements
is high in larger models. To measure the complexity, a complexity metric that yields
a positive rational number between zero, indicating absence of complexity, and one,
for maximum complexity, is seen as feasible. Furthermore, because business
processes are a high level notion made up of many different elements (splits, joins,
resources, data, activities, etc.); there can never be a single measure of process
complexity. The same conclusion has been reached in software engineering
(Cardoso, 2006b). There is no best software complexity metric and this situation is
assumed the same in the process complexity metrics. Therefore, a set of process
metrics can be used to evaluate the complexity of BPMs. While the mentioned
experiments have progressed process model measurement, existing metrics tend to
explain not more than half of the variability in a subject about the understanding of
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process models (Mendling, 2007b). Since there are only a few contributions, it is not
yet clear which metrics are needed in order to guide and increase the quality of
model design (Mendling, 2006a).

4.3 Errors in BPMs
What is error in a business process model? A process model may be used towards
this end much as an architect will use a model to ascertain the views of users, to
communicate new ideas, and to develop a shared understanding amongst
participants. Beyond that, process models are also used as a formal specification for
the development of information systems (Tonbul, 2009). It is highly desirable that
process models do not contain execution errors such as deadlocks and that they are
easy to understand for the involved stakeholders (Vanderfeesten, 2008). Some errors
are simply caused by human factor in a business process model.
In software, code errors may be caused by errors in a class. Classes mean activities in
BPMs (see Table 4.1). The success of an activity has vital effects on the success of
the model. Faulty operations, data elements, faulty resource estimations, logical
faults caused by bad design are the basic ideas that we used for the error estimation.
Even though theoretical quality frameworks (Krogstie, 2006) and practical modeling
guidelines (Becker, 2000) are available for quite some time, it is only a very recent
development that empirical insights emerge into the factors that influence the quality
of process models. For instance, recent studies suggest that larger, real-world process
models tend to contain more formal flaws (such as e.g. deadlocks) than smaller
models (Mendling, 2007a). Another study worth mentioning supports the notion that
when model size is kept constant; (Vanderfeesten, 2008) a higher density of arcs
between the nodes in a model and a larger number of paths through a model’s logical
connectors negatively affect its understandability (Mendling, 2007b).
Up to now there has been little research on why people introduce errors in business
process models in practice. An analysis of the SAP reference model revealed that
complexity seems to be a key determinant for error probability (Mendling, 2006a). In
a more general context, Simon (Simon, 1996) points to the limited cognitive
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capabilities and concludes that humans act rationally only to a limited extent. Related
to modeling errors, this argument would imply that human models lose track of the
interrelations of large and complex models due to their limited cognitive capabilities,
and then introduce errors that they would not insert in a small model (Mendling &
Neumann, 2009). It is important to realize that a reengineering project within a
multinational company may already involve the creation of thousands of process
models (Rosemann, 2006a). This is very important since most modelers are nonexperts and hardly familiar with sophisticated design issues (Rosemann, 2006b).

4.4 Event Driven Process Chains
An Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) is a type of flowchart used for business
process modeling. EPC can be used for configuring an enterprise resource planning
(ERP) implementation, and for business process improvement (Hommes, 2004).
Some Business process management tools or enterprise resource planning systems
use generic techniques like EPC if they do not use a vendor specific one. In addition,
Petri nets, SADT, IDEF are examples of generic techniques. EPC can be used to set
up ERPs and for business process improvement.
A generic process modeling technique is used by some of the leading tools in the
field of business process engineering. Process models made with EPC are called
Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs). EPC is a semiformal, graphical modeling
technique which was developed by Keller (Keller, 1992) for a research project of the
SAP company. It is widely accepted and used by many companies for modeling,
analyzing, and redesigning business processes today. An EPC is supported by
business modeling tools like ARIS-Toolset, ADONIS of BOC Group, Mavim Rules
of Mavim BV, Business Process Visual ARCHITECT of Visual Paradigm, Visio of
Microsoft Corp., Semtalk of Semtation GmbH, or Bonapart by Pikos GmbH and
directly used in SAP R/3, Bonapart, and others.
Businesses use EPC diagrams to lay out business process work flows, originally in
conjunction with SAP R/3 modeling. There are a number of tools for creating EPC
diagrams. There are also tools that generate EPC diagrams from operational data,
such as SAP logs. EPC diagrams use symbols of several kinds to show the control
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flow structure (sequence of decisions, functions, events, and other elements) of a
business process.
The EPC method was developed within the framework of ARIS by Prof. WilhelmAugust Scheer at the Saarland University in the early 1990s (van Hee & van der
Aalst, 1997). It is used by many companies for modeling, analyzing, and redesigning
business processes. As such, it forms the core technique for modeling in ARIS,
which serves to link the different views in the so-called control view, which will be
elaborated in section of ARIS Business Process Modeling. (Van der Aalst, 1999)
In the literature, EPCs are defined as follows: An EPC is an ordered graph of events
and functions. It provides various connectors that allow alternative and parallel
execution of processes. Furthermore it is specified by the usages of logical operators,
such as OR, AND, and XOR. A major strength of EPC is claimed to be its simplicity
and easy-to-understand notation. This makes EPC a widely acceptable technique to
represent business processes (Tsai, 2006). An ordered graph is a (an undirected)
graph with an explicitly provided total node ordering, while EPCs are directed graphs
for which no explicit node ordering is provided. No restrictions actually appear to
exist on the possible structure of EPCs, but nontrivial structures involving
parallelism have ill-defined execution semantics; in this respect they resemble UML
activity diagrams. Several scientific articles are devoted to providing well-defined
execution semantics for general EPCs (Van der Aalst, 1999). One particular issue is
that EPCs require non-local semantics; the execution behavior of a particular node
within an EPC may depend on the state of other parts of the EPC, arbitrarily far away
(Kindler, 2006).
Events are passive elements in EPC. They describe under what circumstances a
function or a process works or which state a function or a process results in.
Examples of events are "requirement captured", "material in stock", and so on. In an
EPC graph an event is represented as a hexagon. In general, an EPC diagram must
start and end with an event. There are two kinds of events that are named as start
event and final event.
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Functions are active elements (processes) and describe a task or activity within the
company. They transform input to output data – from an initial state to a resulting
state. In case different resulting states can occur, the selection of the respective
resulting state can be modeled explicitly as a decision function using logical
connectors. Furthermore, they can be refined into other EPCs down to elementary
functions. In this case it is called as a hierarchical function. Examples of functions
are "capture requirement", "check material on stock", etc. In an EPC graph a function
is represented as a rounded rectangle.
In linear processes events and functions are connected by arrows directing the
control flow. However, since processes do not only take place in linear fashion, the
basic elements in an EPC can also be connected by three different kinds of logical
connectors to split and synchronize paths. With the help of logical connectors it is
possible to split the control flow from one flow to two or more flows and to
synchronize the control flow from two or more flows to one flow.

Figure 4.1: Connections in EPC (Vanderfeesten, 2008)
The AND is the strongest binder, because every branch of the AND connector is
followed in 100% of the cases. Figure 4.1 presents a small process model with an
AND-constructor. After A has been executed, always B and C have to be executed as
well. The XOR is the weakest binder, because in any case only one of the branches is
followed. In the above figure, one of the paths to the B or C will be selected. After
the OR connection, how many of the branches will be followed is not known. One or
more branches will be chosen. The OR branch may behave like an AND connector
by following all branches to B and C. In addition, it may behave like a XOR
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connector if one path is chosen like as it is seen in the above example one of the path
to B or C is chosen.

Figure 4.2: Sample control flow structures
All EPCs begin with one or more activating events and end with one or more final
events, never with functions. Only functions, not events, “can make decisions” which
means that an event cannot be connected upstream of an adjunction (OR) or a
disjunction (XOR).
Finally, An EPC can be extended in order to describe not only single business
processes but also their entire organization. Here, functions are connected with
additional elements in order to access, create, or change data. Organization unit is
another element in the EPCs. They determine which person or organization within
the structure of an enterprise is responsible for a specific function. Examples are
"sales department", "sales manager", "procurement manager", and so on. It is
represented as an ellipse with a vertical line. In the EPC, the information, material, or
resource objects portray objects in the real world, for example business objects,
entities, and so on, which can be input data serving as the basis for a function, or
output data produced by a function. Examples are "material", "order", and so on. In
the EPC graph such an object is represented as rectangle.
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CHAPTER V
PROPOSED METRICS

5.1 Considered Software Metrics
In the mid-1960’s software engineers started to use metrics to characterize the
properties of their code. Simple count metrics were designed to be applied to
software written in languages such as C++, Java, FORTRAN, etc. Several of these
metrics provided a good analysis mechanism to assess the quality of the software
program design (Vanderfeesten, 2004). However, it is not to be confused with
computational complexity measures ( O(n)-Notation), whose aim is to compare the
performance of algorithms (Cardoso, 2006b).
To measure the properties and the specifications of software, software metrics are
used as a popular measurement tool. In all research areas, a kind of the measurement
techniques is available and essential. There is a lot of research about the
improvement of the quality of software products. Science practitioners and
researchers work on the similar subjects to construct new methods for the software
quality assurance activities. The aim is to use highly applicable and quantifiable
measurements, which can be used in any part of the software development lifecycle
and finally to produce a qualified product which every business wants to achieve.
Object oriented programming which is a popular choice for software development
treats software like an organization that has functional departments. A change in a
module has minimum effect on other modules if each module has a function.
Maintainability is easy and the change management activities are highly possible
throughout the software development lifecycle. Also, a better structure offers an easy
to understand program logic for the software development team. There are some
metrics for the measurements of the cognitive complexity of software.
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Business process languages aim to enable programming in the large. The concepts of
programming in the large and programming in the small distinguish between two
aspects of writing the type of long-running asynchronous processes that one typically
sees in business processes. Programming in the large emphasis is on partitioning the
work into modules whose interactions are precisely specified and can refer to
programming code that represents the high-level state transition logic of a business
process (typically using splits and joins) (Cardoso, 2006b). Applying software
metrics is very important in software management and software quality assurance
activities. Software companies use their resources to measure the quality. The aim is
to develop effective and reusable codes in general. By measuring business processes,
organization maximizes the quality in process level. It increases the overall
productivity throughout the organization.
A large number software metrics has been developed in years. Metrics were designed
to analyze software such as imperative, procedural, and object-oriented programs.
Software measurement is concerned with deriving a numeric value for an attribute of
a software product, i.e. a measurement is a mapping from the empirical world to the
formal world (Cardoso, 2006b). There are several classifications for the software
metrics based on different aspect of the measurements in the thesis. For software
process quality metrics, we have considered three classes of software process quality
metrics (Galin, 2004):
1. Error density metrics
2. Error severity metrics
3. Error removal effectiveness metrics
Error Density Metrics related with number of errors in coding. There exist two types
of measures for error density metrics: software volume and errors counted. For
volume measures number of lines of code and function point measurements are
popular metrics. Error counted measures can be measured by counting directly
number of code errors (NCE) or the weighted number of code errors (WCE) (Tonbul,
2009). Weighted number of errors is associated with the severity of the errors and is
considered to provide more accurate evaluation of the error density (Galin, 2004).
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Table 5.1: Weights of Error Severity Class (Galin, 2004)
Error Severity Class Relative Weight
1
Low severity
3
Medium severity
9
High Severity
Accordingly, number of weighted code errors (WCE) can be calculated as;
    

(1)

The other two classes of software process quality metrics are error severity metric
and error removal effectiveness metric. The summary of these metrics are given in
Table 5.2. In this table, NDE refers to number of errors during the software
development; NYF is an acronym for detected errors during the year of operational
period. WYF and WDE are weighted values for NYF and NDE respectively. In
addition, KLOC refers to thousands line of codes. All software metrics are applied to
evaluate the quality of the business process model. In the following sections, we are
describing how the error density, severity and removal effectiveness metrics can be
calculated for software process. Similarly, we will adopt these metrics for business
process model in the next section. Although the calculations of these metrics are
explained in the study of Galin (Galin, 2004), we are describing them to make the
paper self-contained. Error density metrics is related with number of errors in coding.
Two types of measures for error density metrics are mentioned: software volume and
errors counted. For volume measures, number of lines of code and function point
measurements are popular metrics. Error counted measures can be measured by
counting directly the number of code errors (NCE) or the weighted number of code
errors (WCE). Weighted number of errors is associated with the severity of the errors
and is considered to provide more accurate evaluation of the error density. The
weights are assigned based on the severity of the classes. The severity is classified
into three classes: low severity, medium severity and high severity. The most risky
classes belong to high severity and therefore the highest weight (see Table 5.1).
Although the assignment of the weights is highly subjective, we are adopting the
same weights for the business process model. Total weighted number of code errors
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can be measured by summing up multiples of the number of errors found in each
severity class by the adequate relative weights.
Table 5.2: Different Error Density Metrics, Error Severity Metrics and Error
Removal Effectiveness Metrics (Galin, 2004)
Metrics

Name

CED
DED
WCED
WDED
ASCE
ASDE
DERE

Code Error Density
Development Error Density
The Weighted Code Error Density
The Weighted Development Error Density
Average Severity of Code Errors
Average Severity of Development Errors
Development Errors Removal Effectiveness
Development Weighted Errors Removal
Effectiveness

DWERE

Calculation
Formula
NCE/KLOC
NDE/KLOC
WCE/KLOC
WDE/KLOC
WCE/NCE
WDE/NDE
NDE/(NDE+NYF)
WDE/(WDE+WYF)

5.2 Adaptation of the Metrics
There is a strong analogy between business processes and the software as it is argued
in Chapter 4.2. The metrics given in the previous section are adapted for errors
density calculation of BPM. An activity consists of a number of operations and data
elements. The number of activity errors (NAEs) is a measure for the error density
calculations in BPMs. The functional connections and the logical dependencies are
used to measure the NAEs in the EPCs. BPM has many connectivity and logical
connections among activities (events in EPCs). A failure of an activity may result in
a useless model. NAEs are the most risky measures because of its dynamic interfaces
that communicate in a BPM. An Activity should be removed, modified according to
the error number of data elements and operations. For example an activity has a
number of operations and some of them are faulty; in such case, the formula can be
used to find Operation Error Density (OED) as in Table 5.3 that simulates the usage
of the OED in general.
Table 5.3: An Example of Operational Error Density (Tonbul, 2009)
Activity # of Operations # of Faulty Operations OED
10
1
0.1
A
1
1
1
B
…
…
…
…
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0.1 is the operation error number, and it is significant in comparison to the situation
that activity has only one operation. If there is only one operation, and also this
operation is faulty, it means that activity is useless and should be removed or
modified as a whole. The model should be redefined, and it means extra cost on
business process. The severity is the important decision tool to make such a
suggestion. There are three cases of this situation:
I.

If 0

  0.5 (Low Severity); it is easy to modify an activity. This is the

case in which the modification is easy, and there is a high chance to modify
an activity without thinking its external communications with other model
elements.
II.

If 0.5

  0.8 (Medium Severity); it is possible to modify an activity.

Again, this is the case in which, modification is acceptable. It can be
modified without thinking its external communications with other model
elements.
III.

If 0.8

  1(High Severity); the internal structure of an activity should

be changed. This is the case when activity should be changed, and also there
is low chance to modify an activity without thinking its external
communications with other model elements. The OED weights are assigned
in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Operation Error Density (OED) Weights (Galin, 2004)
Error Severity Class
OED Weight
1
Low Severity (0  0.5)
2
Medium Severity (0.5   0.8)
4
High Severity (0.8   1)
Now the characteristics of an activity are examined. The OED weights are used to
find the operational complexity of an activity. These measurements will bring the
severity of an activity in a BPM. Some activities have high severity while others
have low severity. Basic activities that have many logical connections may have high
severity in metrics. An activity that has few connections has little effect on other
elements. For example, bottom nodes should be the easy nodes to modify if a BPM is
a top-down design. However, a bottom node may affect other business processes and
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may be a vital part of a BPM. It means severity of activities, operations, data
elements depends on the organizational strategy, and the importance of a node
changes from case to case. Business project management team may decide on the
severity of an activity by questioning simply. Now three simple measures are given
below:
1. High severity activity: Any changes may have a serious affect at an
organizational level.
2. Medium severity activity: Changes cause not a serious damage in a BPM;
configuration is possible.
3. Low severity activity: Any changes have no serious affect at organizational
level. Modification is easy.
The values of the weights for different types of severity of the activities are based on
Table 5.1. It is used for the calculation of metrics in the implementations section. The
Table 5.4 is used according to severity of the operations of the activities while Table
5.1 is used according to the severity of an activity. The usage of these OED tables is
presented in the implementations section of Chapter 5.
The adaptation of the metrics contains each metric. Some specific EPCs are used to
demonstrate the calculation of the metrics i.e. number of activity errors (NAE) and
the weighted number of activity errors (WAE) in the implementation section. These
two metrics are adapted from the equation 1 as follows;
      
  



(2)

(3)

The OED weights help us to measure these metrics. The application of the OED
values has two steps. Firstly, the NAE is calculated by using the three severity
values. There are possibly three types of evaluation tables in the implementation
section of the NAE calculation because there are three types of severities of each
activity. The severity column of the detailed view tables of the each model shows the
severity of activities per operation. All operations have a number of connected
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activities. Operational severities per activity are calculated. This is determined by
using the early analysis of the EPC. These analyses give the exact number of the
severity for the operations of the activities. These results are shown in the detailed
view section of each analysis of the EPC process models. For instance, an operation
has 8 activities. Let’s say severities of the activities are one high severity, three
medium severities and four low severities respectively. This can be shown in the
related operations’ operational analyses column as “1H, 3M, 4L“. The low OED
table is used if the related operation has low severity. Then the operational errors of
the activities added to each related cell to calculate the NAE values. After NAE
values are set, Relative weights are determined using Tables 5.1 and 5.4. For
example, the relative weight is 1 for the low severity activities, 3 for the medium
severity activities and 9 for the high severity activities. These weights are multiplied
with a second value according to the severity of the current operation to calculate the
WAE. The weights of a sample high severity operation are calculated as follows:


 !"#  

 $

(4)

4)

•

Low severity activities (1

•

Medium severity activities (3

•

High severity activities (9

4)

4)

The other set of metrics is derived from NAE, WAE and Weighted Development
Error Density metrics. There is Weighted Development Error Density metric (WDE)
in these set of metrics as a new addition. The WDE value depends on the metric
Number of Development Error (NDE) and additional errors detected during analysis.
Number of Development errors depends on the experience of the designer/analyzer.
However if the severity of an operation is high, design/analysis of such nodes
requires more effort that results in the early recognition of possible errors in theory.
Also it is easy to recognize it in the development phase, if the error is serious. So the
calculation of the NDE is defined by these assumptions. The total number of errors
detected in the development phase equal to the number of activities with high
severity. To calculate WDE we use all the high severity operational errors. We added
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the number of high severity activity errors which we calculated in the detailed view
phase to the NDE value. As a result, the WDE is calculated as follows:
   ( )*

(5)

where Q, is equal to total number of errors detected during the error detection
process. It is obtained as follows;
)*   - 

(6)

TN is the total number of the nodes which includes logical connections, functions
and events in the EPC. The weighted total number of the nodes WTN is used as a new
addition to adapt the behavior of the calculation to BPMs characteristics. It is used to
adjust the Weighted Activity Error Density (WAED) for EPCs. KLOC are used to
measure the weighted development error density for software. A KLOC value gives a
higher result than TN so the result is between zero and one. To measure the weighted
development error in EPCs, it is adjusted to achieve the logical results between zero
and one. It is observed that the WAE value generally equals to a larger real number
than TN. So the adjustment formula is determined to have a bigger value than WAE
for WTN to achieve a proper adaptation. WTN value increases with an increase in
complexity. Activity Error Density (AED) value also should be lower than the
WAED. First the result should be guaranteed to have a bigger value than WAE. Then
the result should be guaranteed to give a WAED which is bigger than the AED each
time. As a result of these observations, WTN is calculated with the following formula
which gives an acceptable value in any case and in any EPC model:
12   ( 3 - 4

(7)

Table 5.5: Error Density Metrics (Tonbul, 2009)
Metrics
Name
Calculation Formula
Activity Error Density
NAE/TN
AED
The Weighted Activity Error Density
WAE/WTN
WAED
WDE/TN
WDED The Weighted Development Error Density
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The final adapted set of metrics is derived from the above metrics as it is seen in
Table 5.6. The new addition is the Number of failures detected during a year of
operation period of the process model. The adaptation is handled by using the
characteristics of the business process model development techniques as in the NDE
calculation.
The introduced errors in the BPMs generally based on different reasons, such as
modeling techniques and the experience of the modeler. Some errors which are
introduced in the BPMs are hard to recognize. They are generally detected in the
usage period of the BPMs and it means extra cost for an organization. For instance,
the business process re-engineering activities are applied to fix errors or to improve
the current business processes. A change in the currently available process causes a
need to improve the business processes. However, an error in the current BPM
causes a failure in the workflow. The low severity errors can be ignored in the
development phase of the BPMs. Depending on this theory; total number of the low
probability activity errors gives a measurement called the number of failures during
the year of operational period (NYF) value. As a result of these observations, the
number of low severity operational errors of operations gives the NYF value. The
WYF is the weighted value for NYF. It is calculated with the following formula:
56  56 ( 71

(8)

where the LT value is the total number of low severity activities connected to the
operations. It can be obtained by the following equation;
71   - 

(9)

Table 5.6: Error Severity Metrics & Error Removal Effectiveness Metrics
Metrics

Name

Calculation Formula

ASAE

Average Severity of Activity Errors
Average Severity of Development
Errors
Development Errors Removal
Effectiveness
Development Weighted Errors
Removal Effectiveness

NAE/(NAE+WDE+WYF)

ASDE
DERE
DWERE
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WDE/(NDE+WDE)
NDE/(NDE+NYF)
WDE/(WDE+WYF)

The adaptation phase of the metrics is completed with the Table 5.6. All of these
metrics are implemented with an EPC process model.
5.3 Implementations of the Metrics
The adapted metrics is implemented with an error prone EPC model which is also
used in the study of Mendling & Neumann (Mendling & Neumann, 2009). Figure 5.1
and 5.2 show a business process model for a company. This model is selected
because there is chance to create three models from one model as you can see in the
following sections in this chapter and the EPC model contains errors.
EPC is a business process modeling language for representing temporal and logical
dependencies of activities in a business process (Keller, 1992). Three important
properties of EPCs are functions, events and logical connectors. Functions’ behavior
looks like active objects which may be active when a message arrives, in object
oriented design. Events behave like passive objects in an object oriented design
which are passive unless activated with a message. The first step is to map the
business process language to software by linguistic properties.
The main EPC process model (see Figure 5.1 and 5.2) represents a firm's project
finance and funds management. The business process starts with two events called
“Budget is assigned” and “Release and execution of measure to be triggered”. Both
of them have to be executed to start the next operation called “Project Release”. The
function “Project release” has two final events at least. The first one is the event,
“Project is released”. The “AND” connector after the operation “Project release”
causes a waiting time until the other branch is finalized with a final event at least.
This second outgoing branch of the “AND” connector goes into an “OR” connector.
Project finance and funds management activities based on assigned budget and the
executed measurements for project release. A sample set of final events for this
process can have “Project is released” and “Need for trip has arisen”.

In this

scenario, the trip is organized financially. The subject of the project is the trip
organization and planning. There are possible 11 final events after a set of elements
is executed through this business process. Following two tables show the list of
events and functions of EPC model (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). The Table 5.7 is the list of
functions and the Table 5.8 is a list of events.
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Table 5.7: Functions
Functions
Project Release
Manual Funds Reservation
Manual Funds Reduction
Reservation Processing
Goods Issue Processing(Stock Material)
Direct Activity Allocation
Cost Reposting
Manual Entry of Statistical Key Figures

Activity ID
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Table 5.8 Events
Events
Budget is Assigned
Release and Execution of measure to be triggered
Project is Released
Reserved Funds are to be reduced
Funds for anticipated costs are to be set aside
Stock material is to be reserved
Material withdrawal is to be posted
Internal procurement to be triggered
Accounts payable/down payments to be triggered
Internal Activities should be allocated Internally
Need for trip has raised
Posting error from primary system occurred
Statistical figures are to be entered
Posting was rejected due to the budget overrun
Open item is based on order
Funds are reserved
Actual costs incurred are known
Reserved funds were reduced
Open item was detailed
Material is reserved
Goods Issue is planned
Goods issue is posted
Internal activity was allocated
Wrongly assigned object entered
Object to be assigned was debited
Statistical key figure was entered for reference objects
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Operation ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Figure 5.1: Part 1 of the EPC Model (Mendling, 2007a)
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The analysis is directed according to design and quality principles which are
mentioned in the previous chapters and they are based on software design principles.
Activities, operations and data elements mean events, functions and logical
connections in the EPC elements respectively. All these terms are used
interchangeably throughout the following chapters. Each event consists of
operations, like the classes and their methods (see Table 4.1). Events are in a relation
with each other. Their relations with other events reveal the error probability. The
counted connections between events give a number that will be used in error
predictions. Also, each function contains a set of connection with or without logical
connectors. These functions connected to events and their connections give OED
values for each event.
The overall model will be redefined by dividing it into smaller models with the help
of logical connectors. The evaluation is handled with three models to make the
comparisons easy when the all metrics are applied. In addition, the main model can
be analyzed by using three different workflows. Firstly, the model is handled with a
worst case scenario. In this scenario, the model is redefined with a sample flow of the
works by choosing the all possible paths. Secondly, in the average case scenario, a
model is created by following the average paths in the work flow and other paths are
removed. Finally, a best case scenario, the best possible path is selected by choosing
simplest branches in each node and the other paths are removed. These selections are
handled by analyzing each node (functions or events). As a result, models with an
average complexity, a high complexity and a low complexity are handled in
principle.
The implementations of three models consist of three steps in each after the models
are created. Firstly, the analysis of the EPC model is discussed. In this step, a table is
constructed to generate a general view of the model based on the relationship of the
activities with other elements in operational level. In this table, the connectivity of
activities to each element is revealed. Secondly, the aim is to gather information for
each activity to get the picture of the connectivity in that activity. A table is
generated using connections per function. In the third part, the detailed table
produced with the help of the findings in the first and second step. Finally metrics are
applied according to previous steps.
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5.3.1 Worst Case Study
First of all, the worst case model should be generated in this part. The aim is to create
the worst case with the main EPC model (Figure 5.1 & Figure 5.2). The worst case
means there should be the highest possibility of the errors. In each logical
connection, a path is selected to maximize the complexity in the main model. After
each selection the unselected paths are removed. The logical connectors are also
removed if only there is one incoming branch left behind. However, a logical
connector is not removed, if it still has branches greater than two branches.
The selected path is calculated with the weights that are based on Table 5.9. These
weights are developed for the weighted software quality metrics.

To adapt these

weights to EPC model, the control structures are compared. In the beginning of this
adaptation process, it is decided to apply the weights directly if the control structures
existed in an EPC model. For instance, OR connector creates an arbitrary number of
selectable cases. The weight is determined as 3 in this case. In addition, AND
connectors in an EPC results parallel execution. Cognitive weight of a parallel
execution is determined as 4 so the AND connector has a weight 4 in an EPC model.
Table 5.9 Cognitive Weights (Shao & Wang, 2003)
Control Structures
Sequence
Call of a user defined function
Branching (if-then or if-then-else)
Branching with case (with an arbitrary number of selectable cases)
Iteration (for-do, repeat-until, while-do)
Recursive function call
Execution of control flows in parallel
Interrupt

Weights
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

However, some studies about the control flow blocks of the BPMs give a different
picture. This is backed by the research results by Sarshar & Loos (Sarshar & Loos,
2005) who showed in experiments that OR constructs in BPMs were significantly
less comprehended than AND- and XOR-control flow blocks. It also has been shown
that OR-join connectors in BPMs have the highest impact on the odds of an error in a
BPM modeled as Event-Driven Process Chain (compared to XOR and ANDconnectors) (Mendling, 2006a). As result of these analyses with related control flow
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elements in the EPC, Table 5.10 is determined for the weights of connectors based
on the structure of BPMs.
Table 5.10: Cognitive Weights for EPC models
Control Structures
Sequence
XOR connectors
AND connectors
OR connectors

Weights
1
2
3
4

Then the final calculation takes place. The EPC model is a top down approach so the
starting point of these analyses is the two functions, 1 and 2 (see Table 5.8). To select
the worst case in an EPC model, there should be the OR/XOR connector on the
leaving branches. 1 and 2 followed by an AND Join and then an incoming branches
to function I. The outgoing branches of the function I is an AND split. First arc is
finalized with project release function. The second path is an OR connector. The
nine paths are involved because this is a worst case scenario. It means that the nine
paths should be followed and analyzed in detail. The OR split or the XOR split
should be considered because the removed paths are the unselected paths of the
logical connector of these connectors if it is necessary. The first branches at the left,
contains two “XOR-split” (XOR-I and XOR-II) connector as you can see in Figure
5.3.
XOR-II left path; has 2 AND connectors, 4 events and a function. XOR-II Right
path; has 3 AND connectors, 4 events and a function (See Figure 5.3). We may
realize one more AND connector in the right hand side easily. So the right arc that
goes to an AND connector is selected as a worst case path. The calculation of this
weight is defined as follows:
Let A, X, O, F, E be the weights of AND, XOR, OR, Functions, Events respectively
and the Total Weight is the T: . The cognitive weights (see Table 5.10) are used for
the formula of a path in below:
;<  

4(

3(=

2(6
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1

(10)

Figure 5.3 Related XOR- Splits
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The T: value for the selected path (XOR-II Right branches) is 14 (3 AND connector,
1 function and 4 events).
;<?@AB?CC?BDEF*  3

3(1

1(4

1

(11)

Left outgoing branches goes into one event. That event’s outgoing branch is the
incoming branch for another event which is an element in the XOR-II right path.
Then it follows the same route with the right branch of the XOR-II. So it has 2 AND,
1 function and 4 events.
;<?@AB?CC?GHI*  2

3(1

1(4

1

(12)

The results for the right and left arcs are compared, so the chosen path is the XOR-II
right path and the removed path is the XOR-II left. By using equations, 7 and 8;
;<?@AB?CC?BDEF* J ;<?@AB?CC?GHI*

(13)

The XOR-II and the event at the left side are removed but the overlapping elements
of both paths are kept. As a result, total weight of the XOR II equals to XOR-II right
arc’s total weight.
;<?@AB?CC  ;<?@AB?CC?BDEF*  14

(14)

XOR-I left branches; has 1 XOR connector, 1 function and an event. The path
contains XOR-II connector and the total weight for XOR-II has been calculated as
14. So the weight for the XOR-I’s left outgoing branches is calculated in below:
;<?@AB?C?GHI*  ;<?@AB?CC ( 1

1(1

1  16

(15)

XOR-I right branches; has 2 AND connector, 1 OR connector, 1 function and 4
events:
;<?@AB?C?BDEF*  1

4(2

3(1
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1(4

1  15

(16)

As a result, the left hand side of the XOR-I is the selected path. The equation 13 is
produced by using equation 11 and 12:
;<?@AB?C?GHI* J ;<?@AB?C?BDEF*

(17)

The unselected right path is removed and also XOR-I and XOR-II connectors are
removed (changes can be seen through Figure 5.4 and 5.5). The elements of the
removed branches are kept if only they are overlapping elements with selected
branches. The worst case EPC model is produced in Figure 5.5. All the other
elements are still the same in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.4: A part of Old EPC model
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Figure 5.5: Same part with Figure 5.3 after changes

PART I: General View
The worst case model is regenerated at first. And the final view of the worst case
EPC model for the worst case scenario is in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. Now, this is
the first part in four implementation sections. To be as clear as possible, each value is
presented with tables. Firstly, the final view of the renewed model shown in Figure
5.6 and Figure 5.7 is produced.
The general view table (see Table 5.11) consists of eight functions that is the total
number of the functions in the worst-case EPC model, for each row and also seven
columns. These seven columns are named as Function, Connectivity, AND, OR,
XOR, Input and Output respectively. The operation number is the sum of the
connected events for each function. Calculated connectivity, number of logical
connectors (AND, OR and XOR) and the number of inputs and outputs are added in
each row for the functions in the following table.
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Figure 5.6: Part 1 of the EPC process model (worst case)
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Table 5.11: General View throughout the Worst Case Model

-

Input
functions
2
1
2

Output
functions
10
2
2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2+2
3+3

1
2

1
1

-

1
1

1
2

2+2

1

1

-

1

1

Functions

Connectivity

AND

OR

XOR

Project Release
Manual Funds Reservation

12+3
3+4

2
3
3

1
1
-

Manual Funds Reduction

4+3

Reservation Processing
Goods Issue
Processing(Stock Material)
Direct Activity Allocation
Cost Reposting
Manual Entry of Statistical
Key Figures

3+4

2

3+4

The connectivity is calculated by counting the number of all logical connectors and
events between functions. The connectivity of an operation is equal to “E + L” where
the E is the number of events and the L is the number of logical connectors between
current operation and other operations. For instance, Figure 5.8 shows the events
connected to the function which is named as “Reservation Processing”. The circles
show the operations and logical connectors between the functions, “Reservation
Processing” and the “Project Release”. There are two logical connectors and one
event. The square shows the operations between functions the “Reservation
Processing” and the “Goods Issue Processing (Stock Material)”. There are two
logical connectors and an event which connects the two functions to each other. The
event “Material is reserved” belongs to “Reservation Processing” directly as it is
seen in the Figure 5.8. To sum up there are three events and four logical connectors,
so the 3+4 is written in the connectivity cell of the “Reservation Processing”. All
values are calculated using same method.
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Figure 5.8: The connectivity of the Reservation Processing
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PART II: The Activity Analyses
In this part, there are eight tables to give a detailed view based on functional
interfaces of the activities as it is mentioned in previous part. Activity specific tables
consist of four columns. They are activity name, error weight calculation, operational
errors and the severity respectively. Activity means all events connected to each
other through the current function. Error weight calculation is the error determination
process. Table 5.10 is used to analyze each connection. Weights of the control
structures in an EPC model give an error probability for each operation. These
calculated weights help us to calculate the operational errors.
At first, the rules while producing these tables should be mentioned. The operational
errors are determined using the weights in Tables 5.1 and 5.4. Object error density
(OED) is the calculated value for each activity. The severity is low, if the calculated
operational errors is equal or lower than, 0.5. It is medium if the calculated value
between 0.5 and 0.8, or equal to 0.8. The high severity is only determined when the
operational errors are bigger than 0.8. Last rule to be mentioned is the doubling of
the error weights. Two logical connections increase the complexity directly. All these
severities help us to find the severity of the events. They are used to create each
table. Then, the total number of them which reveals the operational complexity of an
activity is calculated. The following list contains the rules that are applied.
An OED value is calculated for an activity;
•

If 0

  0.5, then the severity is low

•

If 0.5

  0.8, then the severity is medium

•

If 0.8

  1, then the severity is high

•

And if an event is connected 2 logical connectors, then the value of error
weight is doubled.

•

If an event is only output event, then the operational is reduced by half.

First of all, the connection between each activity and the current function are stated
in the next table. Table 5.12 has operational error part that consists of the total
cognitive weight per activity. Then, the calculation of the severity is the aim of the
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implementations for each operation in this part. The operational errors are calculated
with the following formula:
   - 3 ( 4

(18)

EWC stands for error weight calculation, OD is the acronym for operational density
and the C is the number of input and output interfaces. C is 2 at most if the activity is
an input and the output for a function. The below equation is given to calculate
operational errors (OE) based on (18);
   - 3 ( 4

(19)

Table 5.12: Analysis of the Project Release
Activity
Budget is Assigned (I)
Release and Execution of measure to
be triggered (I)
Project is Released(O)
Funds for anticipated costs are to be
set aside(O,I)
Stock material is to be reserved(O,I)
Material withdrawal is to be
posted(O,I)
Internal procurement to be
triggered(O)
Accounts payable/down payments to
be triggered(O)
Internal Activities should be
allocated Internally(O,I)
Need for trip has arisen (O)
Posting error from primary system
occurred(O,I)
Statistical figures are to be
entered(O,I)

Error weight
Calculation
AND/2

Operational
errors
0.71

AND/2

0.71

M

AND/2

0.35 (output)

L

(OR/9) +sequence

0.77

M

0.77

M

[(OR/9)+(XOR/2)]*2

0.83

H

OR/9

0.59/2 =
0.295(output)

L

OR/9

0.295 (output)

L

(OR/9)+sequence

0.77

M

OR/9

0.295 (output)

L

(OR/9)+sequence

0.77

M

OR/9+sequence

0.77

M

(OR/9)+1

Severity
M

The project release has 12 events. Each event between operations in the worst case
EPC model (see Figure 5.5 and 5.6) added to the list of activities. For instance the
operation “Project Release” and the “Manual Funds Reservation” has one event
named “Funds for anticipated costs are to be set aside”. The logical connectors are
ignored while counting each event between operations. Then the error weight
calculations are analyzed in each arc. The function “Budget is assigned” and the
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function “Release and execution of measure to be triggered” are input events for the
function “Project Release” before the AND-join. So, the EWC value is calculated
with AND/2 which means 3/2. The error probability is divided by two which is the
number of input events. The weight is three for an “AND” connector. “Budget is
assigned” is only the input event for the function “Project Release”. Then the value
of operational density for the event “Budget is assigned” is calculated based on
equation 18.
  1.5 - 31.5 ( 14  0.60

(20)

The operational error for the event “Budget is assigned” is calculated based on
equations 19 and 20;
  1.5 - 1.5 ( 31.5 - 4  0.71

(21)

The severity is medium for this event because the OE value is between 0.5 and 0.8.
The other operational values are calculated in the same way. The “Material
withdrawal is to be posted” is doubled because it is connected with two logical
connectors. The value of the events “Internal procurement to be triggered”,
“Accounts payable/down payments to be triggered” and the “Internal activities
should be allocated internally” are divided by two according to the last rule because
they are just output events.
The path between the event and the selected function is analyzed, and the connectors
between them help us to find the operational error values for each activity. Total
number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity operation
errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 1, 7 and 4
respectively. The final results contain two OED values. They are “OEDPQ,RSR,T ” and
“OEDQPUQVUP,WX” as you see below. OEDPQ,RSR,T is calculated per activity, using the
number of error prone operations by their severity. Then the resulting OED is
calculated with the following formula;
YZ*D[D*\  37<

] ( ^<
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_ ( `a

b 4 - 

(22)

where the 7< means weight for low severity (1), ^< means weight for medium
severity (2), the `a is high severity weight (4) (see Table 5.4). ] means number of
low severity events, _ medium severity events, the b means high severity events
and the A is the total number of activities.
ZYGZcGY*Hd  37<

] ( ^<

_ ( `a

b 4 - 

(23)

where the OEL means number of low severity operational errors, the OEM medium
severity operational errors, the OEH means high severity operational errors. Using the
equations 22 and 23 OED is given below equation;
  ZYGZcGY*Hd - YZ*D[D*\

(24)

Using Table 5.4, the first YZ*D[D*\ calculation takes place for Project Release;
YZ*D[D*\  31

4(2

7(4

14 - 12  1.83

(25)

The next value for the OEDQPUQVUP,WX for the project release is calculated by dividing
total weighted operational error values (see Table 5.12) by total number of activities:
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

h30.295

34 ( 0.35i ( 2

0.834 - 12  1.27

h30.77

54 ( 30.71

24i ( 4

(26)

The final OED calculation for the OED of the project release:
  1.27 - 1.83  0.69

(27)

It is between the 0.50 and 0.80, so it means that the severity of the operational error
density of the operation “Project Release” is medium.
Table 5.13 is related with the analysis of the operation named “Manual Funds
Reservation”. It is connected to 3 activities. The second and the third events in Table
5.13 are connected to two logical connections so their error calculation is doubled.
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Table 5.13 Analysis of the Manual Funds Reservation
Activity
Funds for anticipated costs are to
be set aside(O,I)
Open item is based on order(O,I)
Funds are reserved(O,I)

Error Calculation

Operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Operations

OR/9+sequence

0.77

M

(AND/2+AND/2)*2
(AND/2+AND/2)*2

0.88
0.88

H
H

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 2, 1 and 0
respectively. Using the above table, OED calculations for Manual funds Reservations
is as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31

0(2

ZYGZcGY*Hd  32

1(4

0.77 ( 4

24 - 3  3.33

32

0.884 - 3  2.86

  2.86 - 3.33  0.85

(28)

(29)

(30)

It is between 0.8 and 1, so it means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Manual funds Reservation” is high.
Table 5.14: Analysis of the Manual Funds Reduction
Activity

Error Calculation

Open item is based on order(O,I)
Funds are reserved(O,I)
Reserved funds were reduced(O)
Open item was detailed(O)

(AND/2+AND/2)*2
(AND/2+AND/2)*2
(AND/2
AND/2

operational
error
Weights
0.88
0.88
0.35 (output)
0.35 (output)

Severity of Errors
H
H
L
L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 2, 0 and 2
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

32

2(2

0(4

0.354 ( 4
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32

24 - 4  2.5

(31)

0.8844 - 4  1.93

(32)

  1.93 - 2.5  0.77

(33)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8, so it means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Manual funds Reduction” is medium.
Table 5.15: Analysis of the Reservation Processing
Error Calculation

operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Errors

OR/9+sequence

0.77

M

AND/2
(AND/2+XOR/2)*2

0.35
0.87

L
H

Activity
Stock material is to be
reserved(O,I)
Material is reserved(O)
Goods Issue is planned(O,I)

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 1, 1 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

2(2

0.35 ( 2

1(4

14 - 3  2.66

0.77 ( 4

(34)

0.874 - 3  1.79

  1.79 - 2.66  0.67

(35)

(36)

It is between 0.5 and 0.80, so it means that the severity of the operational error
density of the operation “Reservation Processing” is medium.
Table 5.16: Goods Issue Processing (Stock Material)
Activity

Error Calculation

Goods issue is posted(O)

Sequence

Material withdrawal is to be
posted(O,I)
Goods Issue is planned(O,I)

operational
error
Weights
0.33
(output)

Severity of
Errors
L

(OR/9+XOR/2)*2

0.82

H

(XOR/2)+(AND/2)*2

0.87

H
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Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 2, 0 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

1(2

0.33 ( 4

0(4

24 - 3  3

(37)

30.82 ( 0.8744 - 3  2.36

  2.36 - 3  0.78

(38)

(39)

It is between 0.5 and 0.80, so it means that the severity of the operational error
density of the operation “Goods Issue Processing (Stock Material)” is medium.

Table 5.17: Analysis of the Direct Activity Allocation
Activity

Error
Calculation

operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Errors

Internal Activities should be allocated
Internally(O,I)

OR/9+sequence

0.77

M

Internal activity was allocated(O)

sequence

0.33
(output)

L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 1 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

1(2

1(4

0.33 ( 2

04 - 2  1.5

0.774 - 2  0.93

  0.93 - 1.5  0.62

(40)

(41)

(42)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8, so it means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Direct Activity Allocation “is medium.
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Table 5.18: Analysis of the Cost Reposting
Error
Calculation

operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Errors

OR/9+Sequence

0.77

M

AND/2
AND/2

0.35(output)
0.35(output)

L
L

Activity
Posting error from primary system
occurred(O,I)
Wrongly assigned object entered(O)
Object to be assigned was debited(O)

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 1 and 2
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values as follows;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

2(2
32

1(4

0.354 ( 2

04 - 3  1.33

(43)

0.774 - 3  0.74

  0.74 - 1.33  0.55

(44)

(45)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8. It means that the severity of the operational error density of
the operation “Cost Reposting “is medium.
Table 5.19: Manual Entry of Statistical Key Figures

OR/9+Sequence

operational
error
Weights
0.77

Sequence

0.33

Error
Calculation

Activity
Statistical figures are to be entered(O,I)
Statistical key figure was entered for
reference objects(O)

Severity of
Errors
M
L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 1 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  31

1(2

1(4

0.33 ( 2
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04 - 2  1.5

0.774 - 2  0.93

(46)

(47)

  0.93 - 1.5  0.62

(48)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8. It means that the severity of the operational error density of
the operation “Manual Entry of Statistical Key Figures “is medium.

PART III: Detailed View
In this step, all the evaluated events and operations through Table 5.12 to 5.19 are
combined together. Table 5.19 consists of all activities, relations and their analysis in
the operational level. The first column is the name of the operation. The second and
third columns have the number of function and the number of logical connections
which are connected to related operation. The operational severity column is used to
view the operation number by their severity. For instance, the operational severity is
1H, 7M, 4L, if the operation has one high severity event, seven medium severity
events and four low severity events.
Table 5.20: Detailed View of the Worst Case Study

Project Release

# of
Operations
12

# of Logical
Connectors
3

Operational
Severity
1H,7M,4L

Manual Funds Reservation

3

4

2H,1M,0L

Manual Funds Reduction

4

3

2H,0M,2L

Reservation Processing
Goods Issue Processing(Stock
Material)
Direct Activity Allocation
Cost Reposting
Manual Entry of Statistical Key
Figures

3

4

1H,1M,1L

Medium

3

4

2H,0M,1L

Medium

2
3

2
3

0H,1M,1L
0H,1M,2L

Medium
Medium

2

2

0H,1M,1L

Medium

Operation

Severity
Medium
High
Medium

Part IV. Metrics Calculations for the Worst Case EPC
In the first part, the worst case EPC is used to get the results for it. The detailed table
of the worst case EPC gives the necessary data for this section. There are seven
operations with medium severity and a high severity operation in Table 5.20. It is
important to remind that the operational level complexity should be in an acceptable
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level (medium severity). The higher and the lower values in the operational
complexity increase the overall error probability in principle. One high severity
operational complexity will be used in the all calculations of NAE and WAE. It is
used in the same way if there is a calculated low severity complexity for an
operation. Therefore, the detected activity errors of the related operations with low
and high severity will be added to the medium severity NAE WAE calculations
because their effects in operational level have a negative impact on the overall error
density of the EPC process model. Table 5.21 and Table 5.22 show the total number
of errors in the low severity activities. In other words, there is no low severity
operation for the worst case model because there are only medium and high severity
operations in Table 5.20.
Table 5.21: NAE and WAE for Medium Severity Operational Errors
Error Severity
Low severity
Medium severity
High Severity
NAE
WAE

NAE calculation
12
11+1
6+2
32

Relative*OED weight
1*2
3*2
9*2
-

WAE calculation
24
72
144
240

The results for the medium severity activities are 32 for the NAE and 240
respectively for the WAE as it is mentioned at the end of the above table. Secondly
the high severity operation is handled with the Table 5.22. High severity activity (see
Table 5.20) has 2 high, 1 medium and 0 low severity activity errors in operational
level. All data added to Table 5.22 in their proper place.
Table 5.22: NAE and WAE for High Severity Operational Errors
Error Severity
Low severity
Medium severity
High Severity
NAE
WAE

NAE calculation
1
2
3

Relative*OED weight
1*4
3*4
9*4
-

WAE calculation
12
72
84

The difference between Table 5.21 and Table 5.22 is the difference in relative
weight. The relative weight is calculated by multiplying the OED weights (see Table
5.4) with the relative weights (See Table 5.1). The relative weights multiplied by 2
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gives the weights because the severity of the activity is medium in this case (see
Table 5.4). The results for the medium severity activity errors are 11. 1 is the
medium severity activity error in operational complexity. So, medium severity
activity errors calculated as 12 by adding up 1 to 11. The high severity activity error
value is also calculated by summation of the calculated value with 2.
Table 5.22 is related with the high and medium severities of the high severity
operation named “Manual Funds Reservation”. The related values are 0, 1 and 2 for
the events with low, medium and high severity respectively as it is seen in the Table
5.22. The weight is calculated by multiplication; thus relative weight multiplied by
high severity OED weight, 4, produces the expected weights (see Table 5.4). The
results are 3 for the NAE and 84 for the WAE respectively.
The necessary steps to find the NAE and WAE are completed. The final results for
them which are the total NAE and WAE values are calculated as follows;
  32 ( 3  35
  240 ( 84  324

(49)
(50)

These measures help us to calculate the new set of metrics. AED, WAED and the
WDED metrics need the NAE, WAE, TN, wTN and the WDE values. The NAE and
WAE already calculated. TN, WTN and the WDE values need to be calculated now.
TN is the total number of the nodes in the worst case EPC model. It can be counted
easily with the help of figure of the worst case model. TN is equal to 40.
The WDE value depends on the NDE value. The NDE is equal the number of high
severity operational errors of the events. Then Table 5.20 helps us to find the related
values. The operational severity column of that table contains 8 high severity errors
in total. It means the worst case EPC model has 8 high severity activity errors. The
NDE is equal to 8. To calculate WDE, Q, is the pivot value. It stands for the weight
of the detected errors in the development phase of the EPC process model. The total
number of detected errors during the development process is used to calculate it
because some part of the activity errors are supposed to be realized early in the
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development phase. NDE is the number of detected errors in the development phase.
The Q, value is calculated using the following formula;
)*   -   35 - 8  4.37

(51)

Now the WDE can be obtained with the previously mentioned formula, 47. Q, is
calculated as 4.37 by (see Table 5.19) dividing total number of activity errors by
detected development errors. Then the below equation gives the WDE;
   ( )*  8 ( 4.37  12.37

(52)

The WTN value is also mentioned in the above sections and the according to its
formula, the following result is obtained;
12   ( 3 - 4  324 ( 3324 - 354  333.25

(53)

All the necessary data is gathered for the AED, WAED and the WDED with the
calculation of 12 and the error density metrics are obtained for each of them in
Table 5.23 below. To review the overall results for the measures and the metrics,
Table 5.24 can be used.
Table 5.23: Error Density Metric Results for Worst Case Model
Metrics
AED
WAED
WDED

Name
Activity Error Density
The Weighted Activity Error Density
The Weighted Development Error Density

Calculation Formula
NAE/TN = 35/40 = 0.875
WAE/; = 324/333.25=0.972
WDE/TN = 12.37/40= 0.309

Table 5.24: Some Results for Worst Case Study
Measures & Metrics
NAE
WAE
WDE
TN
wTN
AED
WAED
WDED

Results
35
324
12.37
40
333.25
0.875
0.972
0.309
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The next set of metrics contains ASAE, ASDE, DERE and DWERE. The necessary
measures to calculate these set of metrics are NYF and the WYF. NYF is calculated
with the total number of low activity errors of the operations in Table 5.20. This
result is gathered from Table 5.20 as 12 from three low severity activities. The LT is
the weight for the total number of low severity operational errors of all activities and
it can be obtained by the following formula;
71   -   324 - 35  9.25

(54)

Then the calculation of the WYF in below:
56  56 ( 71  12 ( 9.25  21.25

(55)

Other measures have already been calculated, and the final results can be achieved
using all measurements in Table 5.25.

Table 5.25: Results for the Error Severity & Error Removal Effectiveness of the
Worst Case Model
Metrics
ASAE
ASDE
DERE
DWERE

Name
Average Severity of
Activity Errors
Average Severity of
Development Errors
Development Errors
Removal Effectiveness
Development Weighted
Errors Removal
Effectiveness

Calculation Formula
NAE/(NAE+WDE+WYF)=35/(35+12.37+21.25)=0.510
WDE/(NDE+WDE)= 12.37 / (8+12.37) = 0.607
NDE/(NDE+NYF)=8 / (8+12) = 0.4
WDE/(WDE+WYF)=12.37/(12.37+21.25)=0.367

To finalize the implementation, the calculation of the adapted set of metrics takes
place because the aim of the current chapter is to get the necessary values for the
application of the adapted metrics. The implementations are used the produce the
following final results. The metrics are calculated for each one of the three models.
5.3.2 Average Case Study
In the average case study, same calculations are handled for a new business process
model. Figure 5.1 shows the main EPC model, and some of the events are removed.
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The outgoing branch of the project release is an incoming branch of the “AND”
connector. Then an OR-split has nine different branches. The first four are removed
from the main EPC randomly among 9 branches. The new EPC model is seen in
Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Part 1 of the EPC process model (average case)
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The analyses of this model contain four parts like the worst case study.
PART I: General View
The general view of the average case model is different from worst case model as it
is observed below. The new model has four operations. The operation “Project
release” has 6 output events while it is 10 in the previous model.

Table 5.26: General View of the Average Case Model

-

Input
functions
2
1
1

Output
functions
6
1
2

-

1

1

Operations

Connectivity

AND

OR

XOR

Project Release
Direct Activity Allocation
Cost Reposting
Manual Entry of
Statistical Key Figures

8+3
2+2
3+3

2
1
2

1
1
1

2+2

1

1

PART II: Activity Analyses
Table 5.27: The Analysis of “Project Release” for the Average Case Study
Activity
Budget is Assigned (I)
Release and Execution of measure to be triggered
(I)
Project is Released(O)
Accounts payable/down payments to be
triggered(O)
Need for trip has araisen(O)
Internal Activities should be allocated
Internally(O,I)
Posting error from primary system occurred(O,I)
Statistical figures are to be entered(O,I)

Error
weight
Calculation
AND/2

Operational
errors

Severity

0.71

M

AND/2

0.71

M

AND/2

0.35
(output)

L

OR/5

0.32

L

OR/5

0.32

L

OR/5+1

0.79

M

OR/5+1
OR/5+1

0.79
0.79

M
M

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 5 and 3
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  31

3(2

5(4
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04 - 8  13 - 8  1.62

(56)

ZYGZcGY*Hd  l1

32

32

0.32 ( 0.354 ( 2

0.71 ( 3

0.794m - 8  1.07
(57)

  1.07 - 1.62  0.66

(58)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8. This means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Project Release “is medium.
Table 5.28: The Analysis of the Direct Activity Allocation for the Average Case
Study
Activity

Error
Calculation

operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Errors

Internal Activities should be allocated
Internally(O,I)

OR/5+sequential

0.79

M

Internal activity was allocated(O)

1

0.33
(output)

L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 1 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  1.5

(59)

ZYGZcGY*Hd  0.95

(60)

  0.95 - 1.5  0.63

(61)

It is between 0.5 and 0.80, so it means that the severity of the operational error
density of the operation “Direct Activity Allocation “is medium.
Table 5.29: The Analysis of the Cost Reposting for the Average Case Study
Error
Calculation

operational
error
Weights

Severity of
Errors

OR/5+Sequential

0.79

M

AND/2
AND/2

0.35(output)
0.35(output)

L
L

Activity
Posting error from primary system
occurred(O,I)
Wrongly assigned object entered(O)
Object to be assigned was debited(O)
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Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 1 and 2
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  1

32

2(2

14 - 3  1.33

0.354 ( 2

(62)

0.79  0.76

  0.76 - 1.33  0.57

(63)

(64)

It is between 0.5 and 0.8. This means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Cost Reposting “is medium.

Table 5.30: The Analysis of the Manual Entry of Statistical Key Figures for the
Average Case Study

OR/5+Sequential

operational
error
Weights
0.79

Sequential

0.33(output)

Error
Calculation

Activity
Statistical figures are to be entered(O,I)
Statistical key figure was entered for
reference objects(O)

Severity of
Errors
M
L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 1, 0 and 1
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  1.5

(65)

ZYGZcGY*Hd  0.95
  0.63

(66)

(67)

It is between one and two. This means that the severity of the operational error
density of the operation “Manual Entry of Statistical Key Figures “is medium.
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PART III: Detailed View
Table 5.31 Detailed View of the Average Case Model
Operations
Project Release
Direct Activity
Allocation
Cost Reposting
Manual Entry of
Statistical Key Figures

# of
Operations
8

# of Logical
Connectors
3

Operational
Severity
0H,5M,3L

2

2

0H,1M,1L

Medium

3

3

0H,1M,2L

Medium

2

2

0H,1M,1L

Medium

Severity
Medium

Part IV: Metrics Calculations for the Average Case EPC
The average case metrics calculations are handled with similar explanations because
the usage of the measurements is the same with previous model’s calculations. The
activities in each severity types are handled using the Table 5.31 show the NAE and
WAE calculations for medium severity operational errors. The weight is calculated
and the aim is to achieve the total number of activity errors and the weighted activity
errors. The results are used in the other set of metrics in the following calculations.
The necessary measurements are calculated in the necessary parts as given below.

Table 5.32: NAE and WAE for Medium Severity Activities of the Average Case
Model
Error Severity
Low severity
Medium severity
High Severity
NAE
WAE

NAE calculation
7
8
15

Relative*OED weight
1*2
3*2
9*2
-

WAE calculation
14
48
62

The total number of the NAE is 15 and the total number of WAE is the 62. The NDE
is 0 because there are no high severity activities in the current model. To compare the
three models, the medium severity values that are obtained as highest severity errors,
are used for NDE calculations. The total number of medium severity errors is 8.
Therefore, the NDE equals to 8. The Q, is given as follows;
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)*   -   15 - 8  1.875

(68)

Then the WDE value is obtained as follows;
  8 ( 1.875  9.875

(69)

TN is counted as 20. The 12 is calculated using the below equation with the help of
the findings until this point;
12  62 ( 362/154  66.13

(70)

With the help of the above results, the below tables are prepared:
Table 5.33: Error Density Metrics, Results for the Average Case Model
Metrics
AED
WAED
WDED

Name
Activity Error Density
The Weighted Activity Error Density
The Weighted Development Error Density

Calculation Formula
NAE/TN = 0.750
WAE/12 = 0.937
WDE/TN = 0.493

Table 5.34: Some Results for the Average Case Model
Measures & Metrics
NAE
WAE
WDE
TN
opq
AED
WAED
WDED

Results
15
62
9.875
20
66.13
0.750
0.937
0.493

The NYF value is determined as 7 by counting the low severity operational errors in
Table 5.31. The LT value is obtained using formula 50 as follows;
71  62 - 15  4.13

(71)

Then the WYF is calculated as;
56  7 ( 4.13  11.13

76

(72)

In the final part of this calculation process the below table is created as a last set of
metrics:

Table 5.35: Error Severity and Error Removal Effectiveness Metrics, Results for the
Average Case Model
Metrics
ASAE
ASDE
DERE
DWERE

Name
Average Severity of Activity Errors
Average Severity of Development Errors
Development Errors Removal Effectiveness
Development Weighted Errors Removal
Effectiveness

Calculation Formula
NAE/(NAE+WDE+WYF)=0.416
WDE/(NDE+WDE)=0.447
NDE/(NDE+NYF)= 0.533
WDE/(WDE+WYF)= 0.470

5.3.3 Best Case Study

Figure 5.11: The Best Case EPC Model
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PART I: General View
Table 5.36: General View of the Best Case Study
Operation

Connectivity

AND

OR

XOR

Input functions

Project Release

4+2

2

-

-

2

Output
functions
2

PART II: Activity Analysis

Table 5.37: The Analysis of the Operation “Project Release” for the Best Case Model
Error
weight
Calculation
AND/2

Activity
Budget is Assigned (I)
Release and Execution of measure to be triggered
(I)

AND/2

Project is Released(O)

AND/2

Need for trip has arisen(O)

AND/2

Operational
errors

Severity

0.71

M

0.71

M

0.35
(output)
0.35
(output)

L
L

Total number of high severity operation errors, total number of medium severity
operation errors and the total number of low severity operation errors are 0, 2 and 2
respectively. Then, the final results contain two OED values in below;
YZ*D[D*\  31
ZYGZcGY*Hd  l1

32

2(2

0.354 ( 2

24 - 4  1.5
32

(73)

0.714m - 4  0.885

  0.885 - 1.5  0.59

(74)

(75)

It is between one and two. It means that the severity of the operational error density
of the operation “Project Release “is medium.
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PART III: Detailed View

Table 5.38: Detailed View of the Best Case Study
Activity

# of
Operations

# of Logical
Connectors

Operational
Severity

Severity

Project
Release

4

2

0H,2M,2L

Medium

Part IV: Metrics Calculations for the Best Case EPC
All the calculations of the metrics are handled and the results are displayed in the
following tables for the best case model.
Table 5.39: NAE and WAE for Medium Severity Activities of the Best Case Model
Error
Severity
Low
severity
Medium
severity
High
Severity
NAE
WAE

NAE
calculation

Relative*OED
weight

WAE
calculation

2

1*2

4

2

3*2

12

-

9*2

-

4

-

16

The best case study involves a part of the basic EPC in Figure 5.1. The best case EPC
has a small number of elements after removing some parts of this main EPC as it is
mentioned in the previous sections of the chapter. It should be pointed out that the
current EPC has just one activity with a medium severity caused one table in this step
while previous sections contain more than one table. In addition, the NAE is
calculated as 4. The WAE is equal to 12 as it is shown in Table 5.39 above.
Therefore, the NDE value is determined as zero. In this case the metrics cannot be
used without necessary measurements. However, this EPC model is also used for the
comparisons. To calculate the results for NDE and the WDE, the existing medium
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severity operational errors are used again. The assumption contains two medium
activity errors. They are assumed to have a higher error probability for the best case
EPC model. In other words, the acceptable value for the NDE is 2 which is the
number of medium severity activity errors. Then, the Q, is given in the following
equation;
)*   -   4 - 2  2

(76)

WDE is calculated as follows using equation 76;
  2 ( 2  4

(77)

WDE is 4 which is the weighted number of highest severity operational errors. NDE
equals to one, which means that the EPC contains high severity activity errors. To
have a logical value for the NDE, the NDE value should be lower than the WDE
value. NDE and the WDE values are available now as 2 and 4 respectively.
Then, the measurement, “WTN ” is calculated with the following equation:
12  16 ( 316 - 44  20

(78)

The TN is counted as 7 after the WTN , NDE, WDE, NAE and WAE values are
calculated. The results of the metrics can be seen completely in Table 5.40 according
to these calculations.
Table 5.40: Error Density Metrics for the Best Case Model
Metrics
AED
WAED
WDED

Name
Activity Error Density
The Weighted Activity Error Density
The Weighted Development Error Density

Calculation Formula
NAE/TN = 0.571
WAE/WTN = 0.800
WDE/TN = 0.571

The measurement, NYF is equal to 2. Then, using the equation 54, the WYF is
obtained as follows;
71  16 - 4  4

80

(79)

the WYF can be calculated in the following equation using equation 79;
56  2 ( 4  6

(80)

To achieve comparable results, these values should be calculated with the minimum
acceptable values. Another set of metrics which are error severity metrics and the
error removal effectiveness metrics are shown in Table 5.41 with the help of the
measurements.

Table 5.41: Error Severity and Error Removal Effectiveness Metrics; Results for the
Best Case Model
Metrics
ASAE
ASDE
DERE
DWERE

Name
Average Severity of Activity Errors
Average Severity of Development Errors
Development Errors Removal Effectiveness
Development Weighted Errors Removal
Effectiveness

Calculation Formula
NAE/(NAE+WDE+WYF)=0.285
WDE/(NDE+WDE)=0.666
NDE/(NDE+NYF)=0.500
WDE/(WDE+WYF)=0.400

To sum up, all metrics are applied to the three EPCs. The three EPC are created
using an error prone, old EPC model. All analyses are explained and the results are
shown clearly with the help of tables. The metrics for each model are shown in the
later parts of the chapter. Now, the all necessary data is gathered by implementing
the metrics with a real life BPM. In the next section all these results will be reviewed
again.
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CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

6.1 Results
To evaluate the complexity of an EPC model, a set of metrics from software
engineering domain is adapted to BPMs. The EPC is analyzed to use the control flow
structures of it efficiently in the adaptation. A result collection is gathered by using
the similarities between EPC and traditional software in each step. In the
implementation section, the same methods which are used to adapt metrics are used
also in the analyses of the EPC. Three EPCs are created using the properties of the
EPC models. In the last part of the previous chapter some results are found. In the
first section of this chapter, the results from different models are shown to be used in
the comparisons. Second part is about the analyses of these data.
In the first part, the results are handled again to get a more complete view of the
findings. In the implementation phase, the measures are used to help the calculations
such as NAE, WAE, NDE, and WYF and so on. These measurements are applied to
three EPCs. The number of elements is decreased from worst case EPC to best case
EPC. The removed elements affect the results. The first sets of measures are NAE
and WAE calculations are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Overall Results for Each Measure
Type
NAE
WAE
OES
AES
NDE
WDE
NYF
WYF

Worst Case EPC
35
324
1H,7M,0L
8H,12M,12L
8
12.37
12
21.25

Average Case EPC
15
62
0H,4M,0L
0H,8M,7L
8
9.875
7
11.13
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Best Case EPC
4
12
0H,1M, 0L
0H,2M,2L
2
4
2
5

Table 6.1 has three columns for each model, and four rows with different type of
values. The OES stands for error severity of operations and the AES stands for error
severity of activities. The values are the total number of counted values for each
model according to their severity. The NAE and WAE calculations depend on the
OES and AES, so the table is important while analyzing these values. The NDE,
WDE, NYF and WYF are also based on the error severity numbers. So, these values
are added to Table 6.1.
Table 6.2: Overall Results for Adapted Metrics
Metrics

Name

AED

Activity Error Density
The Weighted Activity Error
Density
The Weighted Development Error
Density
Average Severity of Activity Errors
Average Severity of Development
Errors
Development Errors Removal
Effectiveness
Development Weighted Errors
Removal Effectiveness

WAED
WDED
ASAE
ASDE
DERE
DWERE

Worst Case
EPC
0.875

Average Case
EPC
0.750

Best Case
EPC
0.571

0.972

0.937

0.800

0.309

0.493

0.571

0.510

0.416

0.285

0.607

0.447

0.666

0.400

0.533

0.500

0.367

0.470

0.400

In addition, the calculated measurements are followed by metric calculations. The
overall results tables are used to produce the metrics for the EPCs. There are seven
metrics for each process model. These metrics can be categorized by error density
metrics, error removal effectiveness metrics and error severity metrics. Table 6.2
displays these findings. The overall results table for the adapted metrics gives a
chance to analyze the metrics in a logical way. All results are between zero and one.
6.2 Analysis
The current section deals with the analysis of three models. The first implemented
model is the worst case EPC. Five elements of the main EPC (see Figure 5.1) are
removed to produce it. The removed elements are two XOR, two functions and an
OR-Join. The overall complexity is decreased by this operation in principle. It can be
seen that the NAE, WAE and the error density metrics are decreasing from wcEPC
(worst case EPC) to acEPC (average case EPC) and from acEPC to bcEPC (best case
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EPC). All these metrics are analyzed in two groups. The first group contains first
three metrics, and the second group has other four metrics.

350
300
250
200
NAE

150

WAE
100
50
0
wcEPC

acEPC

bcEPC

Chart 6.1: NAE and WAE results

The above chart shows the NAE and WAE distributions by each model. Decreasing
dark columns shows the decreasing number of errors. The bigger columns in each
type of the process models show the weighted calculation of the number of errors.
The weighted calculations are an alternative way to show the error density among the
process models. Business processes have dynamic structures in organizations. It
causes unexpected failures in the work flows.
Rapid changes, new requirements or process improvements cause minor additions or
changes in a process model. In such attempts new errors may be introduced to model
even if there is a low error density. The weighted error numbers give an early
warning to be aware of the existing structure’s quality. The bigger weighted
calculations mean that there are some problematic issues in the model already.
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1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

acEPC
wcEPC
bcEPC

AED

WAED

WDED

Chart 6.2: AED, WAED and WDED results
Chart 6.2 above, shows the AED, WAED and the WDED results for each EPC
model. The AED shows the error density among the activities of the related EPC
model. The lowest AED belongs to the bcEPC (0.571). It is under the value of 0.6.
The bcEPc is the EPC model with the lowest complexity in theory and this claim is
proven by practice. So, it is expected that the values of the bcEPC give us a
significant range of values that can be ignored in the calculations. The bcEPC has
small number of elements and it is easy to observe the errors through the process
model. The least AED value is followed by acEPC’s AED. It is between 0.7 and 0.8.
The complexity is reduced by removing some items from the main EPC in principle.
The value also shows that the complexity is reduced and the calculated error density
of the acEPC’s activities is between wcEPC and the bcEPC. As a last addition, AED
for the wcEPC is the highest value among AED results. It is also an expected result
for the worst case study.
There are two weighted metrics in this set of measures. The WAED gives the biggest
results. It shows the activity error density in the models by using weights. The
weights depend on the severity analyses. The higher severity of activity errors causes
an increase in the activity error density many times more than the metrics without
weights. It means that the importance of the error is parallel with the error density.
One failure in an activity may cause a useless model if the error causes a higher
damage among the process model. The lowest value is founded for WAED in the
bcEPC. WAED metrics has the highest degree in the wcEPC than other process
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models. This situation was an assumption in the definitions of the worst case study
and it is proved by the implementation.
Another metric to evaluate the quality of a BPM is the WDED calculation. In this
metric, NDE measure is used to apply WDE metric and the WDE is used in the
calculation of the WDED value. The NDE, WDE and the WDED values are expected
to be different with the results of the metrics that are mentioned in the beginning of
the analysis section. WDED is the biggest obtained metric value among the other
metrics for the bcEPC. This difference is an unexpected behavior at first. This
situation is caused by the decision to directly assign the highest value to the NDE and
WDE results which are the total number of medium severity activity errors. The
results may look like unexpected. However, it is meaningful according to the goal of
the WDED calculation. The WDED results for both of the wcEPc and the acEPC are
expected results. WDED depends on NDE which equals to the number of detected
errors during the development of the BPMs. The detection of the errors is easy if the
cognitive complexity of a process model is low. The more complex processes result
in more efforts for a business process modeler to design a process model. The higher
severity errors mean more critical processes’ errors are expected to be realized in the
early stages when it is compared with others. The bcEPC has a low complexity with
a lowest AED as mentioned. In a low complexity model it is hard to introduce errors
with high severity even if there is a modeler with average experience. The assigned
values cause a sharp increase in the WDED of the bcEPC. In other words, it is hard
for a business analyst who has even an average experience to introduce a high degree
error if the general complexity is low in principle but there may be a situation that it
can be possible if the used EPCs are independent with each other. To simulate such
situations, the assumptions for the NDE and the WDE values are used in the
implementations of the bcEPC.
To sum up, the WDED is calculated as 0.309 for wcEPC. 0.493 is the calculated
value for acEPC. It shows that more errors are introduced during the development
process in the acEPC than wcEPC. The wcEPC has a little number of development
errors. “0.571”, value of the bcEPC’s WDED is the highest one because the severity
assumptions result in high degree of development errors.
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The next sets of metrics are the error severity metrics and the error removal
effectiveness metrics. ASAE, ASDE, DERE, DWERE (see Table 6.2). The results
are represented with a graph in Chart 6.3. The NYF and the WYF are new
measurements in the calculations of these metrics. As it is mentioned in the
implementation of the process models, these values are used by giving them the
lowest possible value which is the total number of low severity activity errors. The
NYF calculations depend on the errors which are detected during a year of
operational period of the BPMs. The results are founded by the definition in the
implementation section. The failures are not recognized in a year, means that the
failures have lowest severity so the error detection take time. As a reminder, the high
severity errors are conspicuous while the low severity errors are not because of the
general properties of the BPMs. Therefore, the number of low severity operational
errors in the low severity activities is the NYF value.

1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

wcEPC
acEPC
bcEPC

ASAE

ASDE

DERE

DWERE

Chart 6.3: ASAE, ASDE, DERE and DWERE results
The ASAE metric is the division of the NAE value over the total number of possible
errors found during the implementation. This total number contains the possible
errors in the existing model, error detected during the development and the errors
detected during the usage process for a year. The results show that the ASAE reveals
the severity of the errors introduced to the models correctly. The average severity is
higher in the wcEPC which is the most complex model in this research. Results are
decreasing in parallel with the complexity. The acEPC has an average value and the
bcEPC is the lowest value according to the average severity of the errors in the
activity level.
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The ASDE is the second metric in this group. It is similar with ASAE except the
achieved results for bcEPC. ASDE is the average severity of the development errors.
The bcEPC has no high severity errors so the ASDE calculation is not possible
without NDE value. However, the calculation is adjusted and the medium severity
activity errors are used for the calculation of development errors. NDE is based on
this assumption. The unexpected value for the ASDE causes a sharp increase in the
metrics calculations which depend on the development errors of the bcEPC. The
bcEPC has the biggest average severity of development errors with 0,666. The
calculation depends on the division of the possible development errors which are
weighted to total number of development errors detected with or without weights.
The result increases with the WDE and decreases with NDE. The average severity of
the development errors is increasing in parallel with the complexity for acEPC and
wcEPC. They both give expected ASDE results in parallel with ASAE.
The DERE is the third metric. It is defined to be how effective the process of
removing the errors is. The wcEPC has the higher complexity so it is expected and
proven that the error removal operations should be hard work while designing or
using such models. The necessary time to evaluate the low complexity models is
very low. In fact, there is no error detection mechanism at all or the error detection
based on the observing with the eye for a low complexity models with little number
of elements in the organizations. The observation is hard for the complex process
models and this situation makes the error removal effectiveness low for the high
severity errors. So the existence of the errors with higher severity decreases the
possibility of removing the errors. DERE for the wcEPC is lower value, 0.4 as it is
represented in the above chart. It means that the results for DERE increase in parallel
with the results for the NDE results. In addition, DERE results decreases with the
total number of failures detected during the development period and a year of
operational period of the process model. Applying unrealistic assumptions for the
bcEPC model to achieve a result for the analyses helps us in two ways. The
observations of the unrealistic results are a chance to evaluate the BPM with different
viewpoints like ASDE calculation. The introduced development errors by
assumptions for the bcEPC are highly noticeable. The expected results for a model
with lowest complexity are supposed to have highest development error removal
effectiveness. However, the medium severity values are used for the DERE
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calculations of bcEPC. Assumptions decreased the error removal effectiveness for
bcEPC directly. It affects the results of error removal effectiveness for the bcEPC.
Then the bcEPC can be seen as a second model in the chart with a second high result
among the DERE calculations. The acEPC has the lowest value for the error removal
effectiveness of the development errors.
The final metric is the DWERE calculation. WDE is divided by the summation of
WDE and the WYF to find the results for DWERE. Both the WDE and the WYF are
the weighted measurements for NDE and NYF respectively. Chart 6.3 shows that all
values are in parallel with the previous DERE calculation. The weighted calculations
of the removal effectiveness for the development errors give little higher results than
the DERE results.
We evaluated three different BPMs by using the proposed metrics as a main
contribution in this study. In the final part of the analysis, some existing metrics
which are adapted from software engineering domain to business process modeling
domain will be compared with our proposed metrics. These existing metrics are
mentioned in the section 4.2 of the Chapter 4. This study (Cardoso, 2006b) was about
the adaptation of some of the well known and widely used source code metrics.
These metrics are Number of Activities (NOA, Number of Activities, Join, and Splits
in a process (NOACJ), and the Control-flow Complexity (CFC) metric which is the
adaptation of the McCabe cyclomatic complexity (McCabe&Butler, 1989)
respectively. Mathematically, the control-flow complexity metric is additive, thus it
is calculated by simply adding the CFC of all split constructs (Cardoso, 2006b).
Results for each metric are given with AED and ASDE results as follows:

Table 6.3: Comparisons
Metrics

Name

AED

Activity Error Density
Average Severity of
Development Errors
Number of Activities
Number of Activities, Joins and
Splits
Control-flow Complexity

ASDE
NOA
NOACJ
CFC

Worst Case
EPC
0.875

Average Case
EPC
0.750

Best Case
EPC
0.571

0.607

0.447

0.666

25

12

4

34

16

6

9+5 = 14

5+2 = 7

1
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In the implementation of the NOA, NOACJ and the CFC metrics, they are directly
applied for BPMs. Their main advantage can be their simplicity. They do not require
in depth analysis and they are simple to calculate. Each result of the AED is parallel
with the results of NOA, NOACJ which are decreasing through wcEPC to bcEPC.
However, the results for ASDE differ. ASDE for the bcEPC model reveals that each
introduced development error causes higher damage in a business process with low
level complexity. The NOA, NOACJ and the CFC metrics are not able to measure
the complexity in changing conditions. The evaluated BPMs are assumed in the same
conditions and the metrics are applied without depth analysis. The operational
complexity of BPMs is not measured. Other interactions, dependencies are not
appeared in the calculations of the complexity. In addition, deeply nested conditional
structures are harder to understand than non-nested structures (Cardoso, 2006b). In
contrast to these three metrics, we do not measure only the control flow complexity
that is based on some components of the process. Each component of a business
process is taken into account in the complexity calculations. Depth analysis help us
to understand deeply nested structures and to measure the more quality aspects of the
BPMs by the help of two degree weighted calculations.
We proposed a standalone evaluation technique. The calculations do not need
empirical studies such as detected error number in the operational period of the
business processes. So our proposed metrics can be used in the design and the
operational period of the BPMs. In addition, the calculations depend on severity
estimations. High level connectivity between business processes may result serious
damage across organization, even if the activity have low severity. In other words, an
activity may have external interactions. In the implementation section, the
operational complexity and the activity level complexity are calculated. This means
that the connectivity analysis for each component of the process models keeps the
accuracy of the results high, even if there is an external interaction. Therefore, our
evaluation technique is also prepared for the unexpected situations/behaviors of the
BPMs.
In recent comments for these set of metrics, they can be a part of the development or
maintenance processes of the BPMs. The results help the modelers to design low
complexity BPMs if they observe high error density in development phase. The
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weighted calculations are the early messages to detect the error or to prevent the
model from being an error prone model while it is getting larger. Error densities have
also large usage opportunity in the business process re-engineering activities. The
maintenance works can be directed according to the metrics. The exact number
between zero and one give another point of view for the business modeler. The larger
BPMs can be hard to evaluate but these metrics increase the ability of the modelers'
control on the models.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, a situation is addressed where only a limited number of studies are
encountered for the evaluation of the business process models using the similarities
between software and BPMs. A set of metrics is proposed for the evaluation and they
are implemented with an EPC model. An error prone EPC is evaluated in the
implementation section. Dividing the main EPC in three different EPC model help us
to compare and to validate the results. The implementation shows that a business
process model can be evaluated by using metrics. The EPC model is evaluated by
three different samples because three groups of metrics which are proposed evaluate
a different quality property for each of them. These quality properties are also tested
in the different EPCs which have different quality degree in theory, applying the
metrics to sample EPCs. The final analysis shows that the results meet the
expectations.
The applied metrics are implemented using an example of an EPC business process
model to measure the complexity. The calculated value is between zero and one.
Each node in the EPC business process model is considered in the error prediction.
The elements of the EPC model have weights for each relation with other elements in
the EPC model. The simple size metrics are used to produce error density metrics
like NAE. The predicted error properties help us to find the necessary values for the
severity of the errors. The number of development errors and the number of failures
during a year of operational period are two size metrics to produce the error removal
effectiveness and error severity metrics. They are tested based on error density
metrics. Three models are used for the testing purposes. The hypothesis behind this
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research is that large and complex models are more likely to contain errors, basically
because the human modeler is more likely to lose the overview of all interrelations
represented in the model (Vanderfeesten, 2004).
One EPC model has many different process flows with the control flow
dependencies in it. So, the new models are produced according to the behavioral
characteristics of an EPC model. The selection of the models also depends on the
calculation of the error probability of the elements. The scope of the applied metrics
covers much more properties of a business process model. The density and size
together are not sufficient to explain the variance of errors according to the
Nagelkerke and the Hosmer&Lemeshow statistics (Mendling & Neumann, 2009). In
this study, it is also added that the definition of the density is only a single step
towards a suite of meaningful complexity metrics. The dependency is not restricted
with the density and size calculations in this work and the results are changing with
three different case studies with three groups of metrics, measuring the different
aspects of the model.
The thesis added new efforts to find the errors in the BPMs. Vanderfeesten
(Vanderfeesten, 2004) pointed out that due to the number of factors that contribute to
the complexity of the BPMs; it is hard to identify a single metric that measures all
aspects of a model’s complexity. This situation is well-known from the measuring of
software complexity. A common solution is to associate different metrics within a
metrics suite. Therefore, the existing error prediction and measurement capabilities
are extended with new sets of metrics. Each group of metrics measures the different
quality property of the BPMs. The proposed seven metrics depend on the error
probability of the BPMs based on general error detection studies. The error density
metrics gives a chance to decide on the possibility of the existing errors in the
process model. The error severity metrics gives an idea about the usability. The
usability is decided to be high if the severity of the errors is low. The effectiveness of
the process model is described by the error removal effectiveness metric. The high
possibility of the effective removal is caused by a high effectiveness in a business
process model. The error probability gives a significant value statistically. For
instance, the activity error density of an error prone EPC model is 0.875. The
weighted value for the same model is 0.972 which is closer value to the 1. The low
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complexity results value below 0.6 and the average complexity is calculated as
0.750. Three models depend on the previous analysis of simple count metrics. These
results are confirmed as the direction of the impact on error probability of the
business process models because these models have already been established
according to the density of the errors.
Obviously, the main results and contributions of this thesis are the development and
implementation of the metrics. The definitions are validated by applying them to the
sample process models. The proposed metrics shows dependency of the nodes in
each model. They are defined with some assumptions. The lower error probability or
higher error probability give a better way to understand the model easily. Unexpected
situations can be covered with weighted metrics. The cognitive properties of the
process models are considered as quality measurements in some existing process
model metrics. Many existing model metrics, however, are adaptations of software
artifact quality metrics that do not dig too deep into cognitive foundations. In such
cases, the theoretical basis for their application on process models is indirect at best.
(Vanderfeesten, 2008) The adapted cognitive weights help us to measure the
business process models considering the cognitive effort.
The usage of the proposed metrics in the development process increases the
efficiency, usability of the business processes. It can be also stated that the BPMs
have less errors and low complexity if they are designed using the metrics. In
addition to development process, the metrics keeps the complexity low in the
maintenance phase. In each new addition or modification, modeler can observe the
state of the complexity by looking at the error density. The error removal
effectiveness shows the degree of effectiveness because an effective design of
process models makes the error removal effective and easy in case the BPMs have
errors. The error severity metrics shows the degree of the usability because a good
design of a process model contains errors with low severity that can be removed
easily even if there are some errors.
To conclude, the adaptation of the software metrics to BPMs is a new research area.
Similar studies that depend on the software metrics are generally conceptual
definitions. This result emphasizes the need for quality measurement tools of BPMs.
The method used in this work to adapt these metrics was applied in a different way.
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In addition to adaptation of the metrics, the testing process contains the model
modification. It helped us to analyze the quality according to the behavioral aspects
of the process model in addition to cognitive perspective. The applied metrics also
changes the evaluation perspective. The different metric groups evaluate different
theoretical quality stances for a business process model. Empirical validations show
that the implemented metrics evaluate more quality related specifications of the
business process models. Each metric give a better evaluation opportunity. They give
a chance to explain the quality of the business process models with different
perspectives by combining them with existing ones.

7.2 Contributions and Limitations
Some limitations have been observed through the implementation phase of the
proposed metrics. Manual implementation takes time and the analysis of the process
models is a long. This situation decreases the usability of the proposed metrics. In
addition, the usability of the metrics, ASDE, DERE and DWERE, is low if the AED
of the process model below 0.75. Therefore, the bcEPC has some unexpected results
in these three metrics. Mendling (Mendling, 2006a) points out one problem that is
the comparison of the complexity is very difficult if the process model is large. So
this low usability in this situation is an advantage when we think the limitations of
the existing evaluation studies. Observations of the proposed metrics show that the
proposed solution has high usability if the complexity of the model is high enough in
contrast to existing evaluation techniques. This is determined as an advantage of
applied evaluation technique because the real life BPMs have generally large
complex structure.
The proposed evaluation technique provides distinction between size and
complexity. This situation is seen as a problem in some studies (Mendling, 2006a).
Also, the implementation gave results between zero and one. An exact number
between zero and one help us to compare the BPMs easily which is harder for size
based measurements if the process models have high complexity.
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Finally, results show that the proposed metrics should be applied to real life business
process models which are larger enough because low usability is detected if some of
the metrics (ASDE, DERE, and DWERE) applied to a small process model with a
small number of elements. The time taking evaluation process is the main
disadvantage of this proposed technique. The solution for this problem may be the
automation of the whole process with a metric suit which also covers more quality
property of the BPMs. The directions for the further research deal with this issue in
the next section.

7.3 Directions for Further Research
The experience that has been gained from this implementation is expressed in an
understandable way with the EPC models. These gains help us to direct the further
research. Therefore, the existing evaluation method has some limitations. The
proposed method has not covered all the errors, possibly introduced to BPMs. To
overcome all these limitations, a metric suit will be adapted according to the findings
from the application of proposed metrics. Later on, testing each metric with a large
set of models has to be considered. The rich content about the software quality
assurance activities and the existing business process modeling tools will be
combined together in order to develop an application which is capable of evaluating
the BPMs with a wider scope of quality properties by extending the scope of this
work.
In further research, the aim is to develop a framework with the adapted metric suite
which has transitivity between business process modeling languages. An executable
project will be developed, based on a process modeling language. It is followed by
reverse engineering and forward engineering activities to achieve the transitivity
between the BPM languages. The transitivity of a large number of possible modeling
languages will be used then to apply the metric suite for the evaluation of the BPMs
based on the principles developed in the thesis.
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The principles developed in this thesis can be used in combination with service
oriented architecture (SOA) to reach the flexibility in such heterogeneous tool.
Different business process modeling languages can be in different layers of SOA and
they may have compatibility issues. Specific differences should be handled with
extensions for model development standards. The strictly designed vendor specific
languages can be eliminated. We may also encounter new issues like integrity of the
software.
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